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On-Demand Mobile Sensing Framework for Traffic Monitoring
Sawsan Abdul Rahman
ABSTRACT
With the increased need for mobility and the overcrowding of cities, the area of Intel-
ligent Transportation aims at improving the efficiency, safety, and productivity of trans-
portation systems by relying on communication and sensing technologies. One of the
main challenges faced in Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) pertains to the real time
collection of traffic and road related data, in a cost effective, efficient, and scalable man-
ner. The current approaches still suffer from problems related to the mobile devices en-
ergy consumption and overhead in terms of communications and processing. To tackle
the aforementioned challenges, we propose in this thesis a novel infrastructure-less on-
demand vehicular sensing framework that provides accurate road condition monitoring,
while reducing the number of participating vehicles, energy consumption, and communi-
cation overhead. Our approach is adopting the concept of Mobile Sensing as a Service
(MSaaS), in which mobile owners participate in the data collection activities and decide
to offer the sensing capabilities of their phones as services to other users. Unlike exist-
ing approaches that rely on opportunistic continuous sensing from all available cars, this
ability to offer sensory data to consumers on demand can bring significant benefits to ITS
and can constitute an efficient and flexible solution to the problem of real-time traffic/road
data collection. Moreover, we extend our approach by elaborating (1) cellular networks
based model for selecting suitable set of mobile devices acting as data collectors and (2)
inference rules based on deductive logic for traffic status classification inferred from both
density and mean speed. A combination of prototyping and traffic simulation traces are
used to realize the system, and a variety of test cases are used to evaluate its performance.
When compared to the traditional continuous sensing, our proposed on-demand sensing
approach provides comparable high traffic estimation accuracy while significantly reduc-
ing the resource consumption.This is achieved by selecting the smallest number of data
collectors that can provided the best quality of sensed data, in order to maintain a good
traffic estimation accuracy and an improved system performance (i.e., lower response time
and network load). Other benefits of the proposed on-demand sensing approach include:
an overall improved resource efficiency; a better quality of sensed information; more flex-
ible and individual sensing as a service operations; and more users’ control over their
devices related information.
Keywords: Sensing as a service, Intelligent Transportation Systems, Traffic estimation,
On-demand sensing, Road condition, Cellular Tower
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivations and Problem Statement
With the rapid widespread of smartphones that come embedded with a variety of sensors
(e.g., gyroscope, GPS, and accelerometer), users now hold in the palms of their hands pow-
erful devices that can be used as personal sensing platforms enabling the collection of a
wealth of contextual information. This integration of sensing technology in mobile devices
opens the door for a new sensing approach and era [1]. Mobile devices can act as super
sensors that are readily deployed and can be used to dynamically collect intelligence about
cities. There are two main mobile phone sensing paradigms: Participatory sensing in which
the user actively participates in the data collection and sensing activity; and opportunistic
sensing that occurs in a transparent automated manner without any user involvement [1].
Furthermore, different sensing modes can be adopted, namely: Sense-once (data is col-
lected only one time); Event-based sensing (data is collected and a notification is sent only
when an event is detected - e.g. send a notification when the temperature reaches a certain
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level); Time-based sensing with expiry duration (data is collected and returned following
a regular time interval, until a certain expiry time is reached - e.g., send the user’s loca-
tion each two minutes, from 8 AM until 5 PM); and continuous sensing (data is collected
following a regular time interval, without expiry duration - e.g., collect the cars’ count in
streets all the time).
Sensing technologies constitute one of the key enablers of Intelligent Transportation
Systems (ITS). In fact, ITS rely on communication and sensory technologies along with
data processing and analysis techniques to improve the safety, efficiency, and productivity
of transportation systems [2]. Typical ITS applications include traffic management, road
safety applications, and route planning applications. The collection of real time traffic
and road conditions constitutes an important challenge in such applications. Conventional
methods for the collection of such information typically relied on infrastructure sensors
such as surveillance cameras and inductive loops, which may not be always available and
involve high deployment and maintenance costs [3]. Recently, the idea of using mobile
crowdsensing for the collection of traffic and road related information has attracted at-
tention in academic and industrial forums. In this approach, regular users equipped with
sensor-enabled phones collaborate to sense data related to phenomena of interest (e.g. traf-
fic conditions and accidents’ occurrence) [4]. The reliance on the drivers carrying sensor-
embedded phones for the collection of traffic related information brings important benefits.
The first benefit pertains to the easy on-demand deployment of a large-scale network of sen-
sors, since millions of mobile phones are carried everyday by vehicle drivers. Moreover,
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this approach leads to important time saving and costs reduction with respect to tradition-
ally deployed specialized sensing infrastructures. Examples of mobile crowdsensing sys-
tems used in the area of intelligent transportations include MIT’s CarTel [5] and Microsoft
Research’s Nericell [6]. These systems mainly adopt a continuous sensing approach in
which data is continuously sampled from all cars on all street segments (without the ex-
plicit involvement of users), and then processed offline on the backend server. However,
this imposes high energy-requirements on mobile devices, entails significant overhead on
the mobile communication infrastructure, and results in large amounts of data requiring
processing on the server. Furthermore, the opportunistic automated data collection strategy
adopted by such systems gives rise to privacy concerns by mobile users, which may not
wish to share sensory data that reveals sensitive information about themselves (e.g. their
geographic location).
Moreover, in similar context, the connected vehicles technology [7] has emerged re-
cently, which enables the communication between vehicles (i.e. Vehicle to vehicle) as well
as between vehicles and the roads’ infrastructure (i.e. vehicle to infrastructure), using ded-
icated short range communications (DSRC). Despite the merits of the connected vehicles
technology and its potential use for safety and congestion management applications, this
technology presents certain limitations when compared to the mobile crowdsensing tech-
nology. The first limitation pertains to the smaller market penetration rate of connected
vehicles (fore casted to reach 152 million connected vehicles sold by 2020 [8]), when com-
pared to the massive and pervasive market penetration of smart-phones that have passed
the 2 billion device mark in 2016 [9]. In fact, the effectiveness of ITS relying on sen-
sory technology depends on the sufficient penetration of the technology in streets, a fact
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that cannot be currently guaranteed with connected vehicles, but can be easily achieved
with smart-phones. Furthermore, smart vehicles currently face limitations in terms of their
communication and sensing capabilities, under adverse weather conditions.
Recently, the Mobile Sensing as a Service (MSaaS) approach has been emerged [10],
in which mobile devices and users willingly participate in the sensing process and offer
their phones’ sensory data collection capabilities as services to other users. This approach
is very promising to address the aforementioned issues, and to the best of our knowledge,
none of the previous related works consider it in ITS solutions. In this work, we propose a
novel vehicular sensing framework enabling on-demand road condition monitoring in effi-
cient and flexible manner. Unlike existing solutions that rely on opportunistic continuous
sensing from all cars available, we advocate participatory on-demand sensing from a se-
lected number of cars that can offer a high quality of sensed information. Many interesting
scenarios could be enabled by the concept of on-demand sensing as a service. In the sequel,
we provide two participatory and opportunistic transportation related scenarios:
• On-Demand Accident Scene Intelligence Gathering: When an accident occurs,
it takes the police some time to arrive to the accident site. In order to collect in-
formation about the accident before arrival to the site, the police force could send
an on-demand sensing request that would be conveyed by the sensing platform to a
selected group of cars in the accident area. The car drivers who accept this request
would then take pictures/videos of the accident as well as collect additional contex-
tual information using their phones and push them back to the platform. The platform
would then process this data and produce a summary report containing information
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such as the number of stationary cars, number of casualties/people laying on the floor,
and temperature/smoke levels within the accident scene. This summary report along
with collected pictures and videos footage would be returned by the platform to the
police force for fast situation assessment and decision-making.
• On-Demand Road Condition Monitoring: Drivers on the road could serve as
source of information for traffic and road conditions, by using their phones to collect
contextual information such as snow removal conditions, potholes in streets, fog or
bad weather conditions, accidents, extreme traffic, and road redirection. This infor-
mation could be requested in real time by drivers heading in a certain direction and
wishing to learn about the roads’ conditions in order to either continue on a spe-
cific road or find an alternative one. In this case, a driver would send an on-demand
road condition-sensing request to the sensing platform. This last would forward the
request to a set of targeted cars located in the specified destination, get the required
data as their responses and then process it and send the response back to the requester.
This way, the data consumer would be able to gather useful real-time information
about roads’ conditions, and thus reach his/her destination within a short trip time.
Such scenario applies to both participatory and opportunistic sensing paradigms.
1.2 Objectives
The goal of this thesis is to address the problems related to crowd-sensing for traffic con-
dition monitoring. More precisely, our main objectives can be listed as follows:
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• Reduce the energy consumption on devices and communication overhead on mobile
infrastructure caused by the continuous crowd-sensing for traffic condition estima-
tion.
• Maintain accurate traffic condition estimation while reducing as much as possible the
number of participating mobile devices and offering the them the option of willingly
contributing to the sensing process.
1.3 Approach Overview and Methodology
In this thesis, we propose an infrastructure-less on-demand vehicular sensing framework to
provide accurate estimation for traffic condition. The proposed approach adopts the concept
of MSaaS, which brings significant benefits to ITS and constitutes an efficient and flexible
solution to the problem of real-time road data collection. Adopting such concept helps
reducing the number of participating vehicles, energy consumption, and communication
overhead. Moreover, we extend our work by (1) enhancing the selection of the suitable set
of mobile devices on the roads through the use of cellular network, and (2) classifying the
traffic conditions inferred from both density and mean speed through inference rules based
on deductive logic.
In order to study the performance of our vehicular platform and compare the on-demand
sensing approach to the traditional continuous sensing approach, we combined prototyping
and simulated traffic traces to build a proof-of-concept prototype of the system. Further-
more, we conducted extensive experiments in which different parameters were varied, such
as: the traffic conditions on the road, the matching criteria used for participants’ selection,
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the number of sensing requests received by the platform/hour, the frequency of voluntary
data publication requests, and the percentage of cars participating in the sensing activities.
Four main performance metrics were measured using various test cases, namely: The traffic
estimation accuracy, the participants’ selection accuracy, the system’s response time, and
the system’s network load. This comparative performance analysis gives interesting in-
sights on the contributions and benefits of an-demand participatory sensing approach, data
collection frequency, percentage of cars participating in the data collection activity, traffic
estimation accuracy, and system’s performance.
In the sequel, we describe in details the aforementioned contributions.
1.3.1 Sensing as a Service for Traffic Monitoring
In this work, we developed a partial on-demand sensing framework based on Sensing as a
Service approach in order to estimate the mean speed of a particular road. Our approach
encompasses three components: Data consumers requesting the road traffic in any area of
interest, data collectors offering the sensing capabilities of their phones as services, and
the vehicular traffic platform acting as data broker between the consumers and collectors
to process the sensed data and predict the roads traffic status. In this approach, traffic
data sensing about any region of interest would occur on demand, when triggered by a
sensing request. Once the sensing request is received by the sensing platform from a data
consumer, the set of targeted users acting as data collectors will be determined by the
platform by assuming that each collector shares every two minutes its recent sensed data
with the platform. To best select the set of data collectors, we propose a multi-criteria
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matching algorithm that takes into account the collectors’ presence in the region of interest,
their phones sensing capabilities, the users’ willingness to participate in the sensing activity,
the users’ reputation, the phones’ battery level, and the accuracy of the data they provide.
Once the sensed data is received from the targeted data collectors, the sensing platform
relies on a mean speed estimation algorithm to estimate the mean speed on the specified
road, which is sent to the user who sent the original sensing trigger request.
The main contribution of this work is monitoring the roads while adopting the concept
of Mobile Sensing as a Service. The related achievements are summarized as follows:
• High Mean Speed Estimation Accuracy: Our proposed approach is able to infer
mean speeds close to the ground truth (i.e., real mean speed) in all the tested scenar-
ios. The experimental results show a small variation in the calculated mean speed
values compared to the ground truth. Moreover, experiments explore that the estima-
tion error % decreases from 17.82% for 10 sensing requests received/hour to 2.9%
for 10000 sensing requests received/hour in the on-demand approach. Such results
are comparable to the standard continuous approach, in which the estimation error
decreases from 17.7% for data voluntarily published each 10 minutes to 5.9% for
data published each 30 seconds.
• High Quality of Sensed Information: Our approach relies on a multi-criteria selec-
tion approach that enables the achievement of a high Quality of sensed information,
by selecting the best candidates yielding the highest quality records satisfying mul-
tiple quality of information criteria. This participants’ selection approach leads to
more accurate traffic estimation results.
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• Reduced Resource Consumption: Important reduction in resource consumption
can be achieved such as the amount of generated network load, energy consumption
on mobile devices, and amount of data requiring processing on the server. Unlike the
traditional continuous sensing where data is collected in terms of seconds, participat-
ing users in our platform share every two minutes their sensed data and thus resource
consumption is significantly reduced. Moreover, our proposed approach strikes a bal-
ance between traffic estimation accuracy and resource consumption. This is achieved
by using contextual information and a multi-criteria participants’ selection approach
to select the smallest number of data collectors that can provide the best quality of
sensed data, in order to maintain a good traffic estimation accuracy and an improved
system performance (i.e. lower response time and network load).
• Users’ control over their devices related information: Our participatory sensing
approach offers more control to mobile phone users over the sensed data collected
using their devices, since users can accept or deny a sensing request. This is not the
case in opportunistic continuous sensing which is typically performed systematically,
without the involvement/consultation of users.
• Flexible and Individual Sensing as a Service Operations: In the case of continuous
sensing, street maps showing traffic conditions may not be available for all countries
and all cities, as it requires agreements with telecommunication authorities. On the
other hand, the idea of on-demand sensing allows more flexibility and availability of
data in any area of interest through individual mutual agreements (i.e. sensing as a
service upon the user consent), by tapping into the sensing capabilities of millions of
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mobile phones deployed across the globe to obtain traffic conditions, in any street of
interest.
1.3.2 Traffic Condition Estimation based on On-Demand Sensing with
the support of Mobile Infrastructure
Some limitations arise when considering our first proposed approach. Users, specially
data collectors, must share every two minutes their recent sensed data with the server,
which limits our full on-demand approach within Intelligent Transportation System con-
text. Moreover, the proposed traffic estimation algorithm estimates the mean speed on a
particular road which may not reflect a clear image about the roads traffic condition for the
requester. Therefore, we extend our framework to address those limitations by embedding
new models for both matching and traffic estimation existing modules in addition to a new
one for analysis and reporting. In the matching module, we rely on the cellular towers
that cover the area of interest to get the set of collectors whenever a data consumer sends
a sensing request in order to overcome the periodic sensing from mobile devices. As for
the traffic estimation module, we rely on the density characteristic besides the mean speed
to best reflect the traffic condition. Furthermore, the new module analysis and reporting
is implemented to classify the traffic into Free Flow, Moderate Congestion, or Traffic Jam
from the calculated density and mean speed based on inference rules.
The main achievement of this work is the fully on-demand approach through the support
of cellular networks. In addition to the previous contributions, this work adds the following
contributions for the proposed framework:
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• High Traffic Estimation Accuracy: Our proposed approach is able to successfully
infer the traffic status (i.e. free flowing, moderately congested, and traffic jam) in all
the tested scenarios based on combination of mean speed and density. The experi-
mental results show 100% accuracy for the classification of the traffic condition.
• More Resource Consumption Reduction: Due to the fact that the data collectors
offer their sensed data on need basis only (instead of continuously or periodically
publishing their information) and only a chosen number of phones is selected based
on several selection criteria, significant and more reduction in the amount of gen-
erated network load, energy consumption on mobile devices, and amount of data
requiring processing on the server is achieved.
1.4 Thesis Organization
The remainder of the thesis is organized as following:
In Chapter 2, we give an overview on the concepts of Intelligent Transportation Sys-
tems, Traffic Estimation Model, Mobile Sensing as a Service and Web Services. After-
wards, we present some of the related works in the fields of continuous sensing for the
collection of traffic in addition to Sensing as a service by mobile phone sensors.
In Chapter 3, we present our on-demand vehicular sensing platform for the real-time
road condition monitoring. First, we reveal the framework architecture with a full descrip-
tion of its different components and entities. Then, we describe how, when, and what type
of messages are exchanged among the system components. Finally, we conducted some
11
experiments to evaluate the performance of our proposed approach and compare it with
other approaches.
In Chapter 4, we extend the elaborate approach to support fully on-demand strategy.
First, we describe a new method based on cellular tower to collect the most suitable set
of collectors. Then, we propose a combined classification approach based on density and
mean speed to classify the traffic condition into three phases. Finally, we present the ex-
perimental results and discuss the performance evaluation of the approach.
In Chapter 5, we summarize the thesis by recapitulating the contributions and drawing
the future work directions.
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Chapter 2
Background & Related Work
2.1 Introduction
This chapter is devoted to present several concepts that form our model. The goal of the
proposed on-demand vehicular platform is to estimate the traffic flow which is the objective
of one of the Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) applications. Thus, we give a defini-
tion of ITS and describe their different technologies and applications. Moreover, the traffic
flow is estimated by calculating the mean speed of a specific road and then computing the
density in order to classify the traffic condition into Free Flowing, Moderate Congestion or
Traffic Jam. Therefore, we provide an overview about different Traffic Estimation models
and how each characteristic used to visualize the traffic stream is obtained. The collection
of traffic and road related information is achieved through sensed data gathered from mo-
bile phones located in the area of interest. We present hence the Mobile Phone Sensing as
a Service approach and how mobile phones and users participate in the sensing activities.
Finally, we summarize the current literature on the approaches in the areas of continuous
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sensing for the collection of traffic and sensing as a service by mobile phone sensors. We
also highlight their limitations and the need to our contributions.
2.2 Intelligent Transportation Systems
Intelligent Transportation System is an emerging yet challenging system which entails the
interaction with vehicles, road operators, and drivers through wireless technologies. The
vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) or vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communication involved in ITS
applications brings significant improvement in terms of efficiency, safety and productivity
of transportation systems.
Various technologies and applications are used in Intelligent transportation systems.
The technologies can be grouped as follows: 1) Wireless Communications such as WiMAX,
GSM, or 3G for long-range communications and IEEE 802.11 protocols for the short ranges
of few hundred meters. However, the use of Mobile ad hoc networks when transmitting in-
formation from one vehicle to the next one can extend the short-range communications.
2) Global Positioning System (GPS) that is embedded recently in an increasing number of
vehicles allows to determine the position of the vehicle through the signal received from
different satellites. 3) Probe Data such as location and speed gathered from the so-called
"probe vehicles" usually deployed in taxies. Prove data are reported to a Traffic Manage-
ment Center to be analyzed and to generate the average travel speed on the different roads.
4) Sensing technologies embedded in the infrastructure systems such as video vehicle de-
tection and inductive loop detection to detect the vehicles that pass through a specific point.
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As for the ITS applications, they can be classified in the following categories: 1) Ad-
vanced Traveler Information Systems that provide valuable information for drivers such
as transit information, traffic regulation and incidents. 2) Advanced Transportation Man-
agement Systems that improve the road traffic flow and reduce the congestion through
the Transportation Management Center. 3) ITS-Enabled Transportation Pricing Systems
that are used in the transportation systems of the funding countries. 4) Advanced Public
Transportation Systems that attract the public transportation riders by providing them with
the real-time statuses of buses and trains such as their arrival and departure time in the
automatic vehicle location (AVL) applications. 5) Vehicle-to-infrastructure and vehicle-
to-vehicle integration in transportation systems that involve the communication between
vehicles to roadside sensors or vehicles to vehicles.
2.3 Traffic Estimation Model
Traffic flow models are helpful guidance to deploy Intelligent Transportation Systems. One
of the technologies of ITS enables probe vehicles to report to Traffic Management Center
some sensed data that could be analyzed to generate roads traffic flow and identify the
congested area. There are microscopic and macroscopic traffic flow models. In microscopic
model, the behavior of single vehicle in the stream is studied. While in macroscopic model,
the whole traffic stream is considered. Moreover, density, mean speed and flow [11] are
three main characteristics used to visualize a traffic stream and the ITS applications rely on
for traffic management.
• Density (k) is defined as the number of vehicles occupying a roadway segment in a
15
specific time and is represented as follows:
k =
N
L
where N is the number of vehicles, L the of the roadway and k is expressed in
units of vehicles/distance .
• Speed representing the distance traveled per unit time has an average computed in
two ways in a traffic stream:
1. Time Mean Speed (vt) is the average speed of all vehicles passing a reference
point on the roadway over a duration of time, and is given by
vt =
1
n
n∑
i=1
vi (1)
where n represents the number of observed vehicles passing the reference
point and vi the spot speed of ith vehicle.
The Time Mean Speed is generally measured through Loop Detectors that can
detect vehicles crossing a determined point and can pursue their speeds.
2. Space Mean Speed (vs) is the average speed of all vehicles passing a given
roadway segment. It is based on average travel time of each vehicle traversing
a segment of a roadway and is denoted as follows
vs =
n∑n
i=1
1
vi
(2)
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where n represents the number of observed vehicles and 1
vi
the time the
vehicle i takes to traverse a roadway segment.
The Space Mean Speed is measured from cameras and/or satellite pictures.
• Flow (q) represents the number of vehicles crossing a reference point over a duration
of time and is represented as follows
q =
N
T
(3)
where N is the number of vehicles counted and T the elapsed time.
Flow rates are usually expressed in units of vehicles per hour but the actual measure-
ment interval is much less, representing a flow for a period of 15 mins, 1 min, 30
secs, etc. The Flow can be calculated from loop detectors that track vehicles passing
a reference point over time.
2.4 Sensing as a Service
Nowadays, the ubiquitous mobile phones not only perform as key entertainment and com-
munication devices, but also come embedded with a rich set of sensors of seven sensors
per device on average [12]. These sensors enable interesting sensing applications across a
wide variety of domains such as transportation, healthcare, homecare, environmental mon-
itoring, ecommerce, social networks and safety [13]. To encourage users to participate in
the sensing activities and use their sensor capabilities in order to build a cloud computing
model that uses the collected sensed data and provide diverse sensing services is the key
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concept of Sensing as a Service (SaaS). When a cloud user sends a sensing request from
a phone, laptop or desktop to a typical SaaS cloud, a sensing server receives the request,
forwards it to a set of mobile phones located in the area of interest, stores the data and sends
it back to the requester cloud user.
Two mobile phone sensing paradigms exist: Participatory Sensing and Opportunistic
Sensing.
• In Participatory sensing, users carrying mobile phone actively engage during the
sensing activities and manually involve in the sensing action to determine what,
where, how, and when to sense such as taking some picture for an event or a cer-
tain location.
• In Opportunistic sensing, the mobile phone involves in making decision during the
sensing activities and decides whether to send data and store it or not without any
user involvement.
2.5 RESTful Web Services
Web services can be described as software module executing one or many tasks that can
be delivered over a network as per the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) and are not
restricted to specific operating system or programming language. One type of web services
is RESTful Web service which follows Representational State Transfer (REST) protocol.
It is used everywhere and it is even the chosen method in the big Internet companies like
Google, Amazon and Facebook.
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In REST, everything including functionality and data is considered as a resource. A
resource is accessed through Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs) and uses the standard
HTTP methods: GET, PUT, POST, and DELETE to read, update, create, and delete opera-
tions respectively. Moreover, REST is an architectural style enabling services to work best
on the web through its six described constraints:
• Uniform Interface: Rest services should be designed following the uniform interface,
which simplifies the architecture and has the following four constraints:
– Resource-Based: This states that the requests should identify the individual re-
sources looking for such as the use of URI standard. Additionally, the resources
themselves may be different from how they are returned to the client (i.e. re-
ceiving data from the server in the form of HTML, JSON or XML)
– Resource Manipulation through Representation: This states that the client ma-
nipulates the representation of resources by requesting a specific representation
which fits his need (i.e. requesting a JSON or XML representation of a re-
source)
– Self-descriptive messages: This states that the messages sent from the client
should include all the required data to describe how to act on the resource.
– Hypermedia as the engine of application state (HATEOAS): As any interaction
with a resource is stateless, meaning that each pair of request/response is inde-
pendent from any previous pair, a response message includes in the response
body hyperlinks to other available actions.
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• Client-server: The clients are separated from servers and by separating them, clients
will no longer be concerned with data storage as it remains internal on the server
side. Therefore, the components could be replaced and evolved independently. Such
constraint improves not only the portability of the client code, but also the scalability
of the server components.
• Stateless: Client/Server interaction is always stateless in REST web services. Each
pair of request and response is independent of the latest one where the server does
not store anything related to the previous request that the client made. Instead, the
server considers every request as new and therefore the client must include all needed
data in the request for the server to fulfill it.
• Cacheable: In order to avoid clients from reusing stale data in the second fetch and
hence reducing the total network traffic, resources must declare themselves cacheable.
Cashing improves both the performance on the client side and the scalability on the
server side.
• Layered System: REST supports the use of layered system, known as intermediates,
such as proxies and gateways. They are used for load balancing, enforcement of se-
curity policies and response caching, and thus helps improving the system scalability.
• Code on demand (optional): Executable code rather than XML/JSON representations
can be returned to the client if required.
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2.6 Related Work
Several works on sensing for the continuous collection of traffic and road related informa-
tion have been recently carried out. In this approach, a group of users having sensor-enabled
devices (e.g. mobile phones, GPS readers) collectively sense relevant data to estimate the
traffic condition in a specific area of interest. Moreover, there is a rich literature providing
traffic estimation approaches that rely on specialized sensing devices embedded into Intel-
ligent transport infrastructure. In the following, we elaborate the main related approaches
in addition to the technical problem statement at the end of the section.
In [14], the authors proposed the use of GPS and accelerometer data for the detection
of traffic conditions, abnormalities, and potholes on roads. This approach consists of five
components: smartphones, a local database (for temporary storage of data), open wireless
networks, a server hosting a central database, and open street maps. The sensed data is sent
to a heuristic algorithm that analyzes it and produces roads’ traffic status. Herring et al. [15]
proposed a solution that targets traffic conditions on highways. The model consists of one
physical component which is the GPS, and three cyber components: a cellular network op-
erator, cellular phone data aggregation and traffic service provision, and traffic estimation
algorithms. In this approach, data is collected using mobile phones on specific trajectories
called virtual trip lines. This data is sent to a server that aggregates it and sends it to the
Ensemble Kalman Filtering based traffic estimation algorithm. In [16], Thiagarajan et al.
proposed an approach to overcome energy consumption and inaccurate position sampling
challenges by using a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) that depicts the trajectory of a vehi-
cle over a portion area in the map. They performed map matching in order to estimate the
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travel times of the traversed road segments. In [6], Mohan et al. proposed a solution called
NeriCell that focuses on the sensing component such as accelerometer, microphone, GSM
radio, and GPS sensors. They used Intelligent Traffic System that needs dedicated sensors
in streets and cars. This solution consists of a system of rich monitoring of road and traffic
conditions that piggybacks on smartphones and calculates roads’ traffic status using vehi-
cles’ acceleration data. Herreraa et al. proposed two data gathering techniques (spatial and
temporal) in [17]. Spatial sampling implies that equipped vehicles report their information
(position, velocity, etc..) at specific time intervals T regardless of their positions, while
temporal sampling implies that the vehicles report their information as they cross some
spatially defined sampling points. In this approach, data is collected from mobile devices
(Nokia N95) every three seconds, then the instantaneous velocity is measured at the same
rate, and these data will form a rich history of data used for traffic estimation. Also, they
targeted and solved the privacy aspect concerning the identity of the users. Recently, the
authors in [18] proposed a distributed peer-to-peer approach to traffic estimation. In this
approach, a car uses V2V communication to collect position and velocity related data from
nearby cars. The data collected is sparse data in the form of floating car data snapshots
and the Underwood traffic-engineering model based on density is used for traffic condition
estimation.
In another context, the following proposed approaches were focusing on the impor-
tance of sensing as a service by mobile phone sensors: Ban and Gruteser, in [19], focused
on two important issues. The first one is fine-grained urban traffic knowledge extraction,
while the second is the privacy protection scheme. They provided a comparison between
the primary way of collecting through fixed-location sensors and the newly suggested one
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through the mobile phones sensors. Based on their claims, collecting data through fixed-
location sensors costs a lot and is not an efficient way in order to predict traffic efficiently,
while collecting and extracting data through mobile phones will greatly benefit the urban
traffic prediction applications in terms of performance. This type of collecting data can
provide detailed behaviors and continuous trajectories of the vehicles. In [20], Khan et al.
conducted a survey that talks about the different monitors and usages of mobile sensing
which are: health, traffic, environment, social, special purpose, human behavior, and com-
merce. It mainly distinguishes between two types of urban sensing. The first type is the
participatory, while the second is the opportunistic. In both types of sensing, the solutions
implemented are divided into three main parts: personal, public, and social. In each of the
solutions, authors emphasize the used type of sensors, hardware and software description,
communication modules, and applications. In [21], Das et al. did not target the traffic
estimation on roads problem, rather they focused on the community sensing (participatory
and opportunistic). They focused on the community sensing which targets the embedded
sensors on the mobile phones such as GPS, camera, audio, accelerometer, and GSM. The
main goals of their paper are to ensure (1) generality by supporting a wide range of applica-
tions with flexibility of reusing existing code, (2) security by ensuring that the participating
phones belonging to individual users remain secure and that the applications do not mis-
use sensitive sensor information, and (3) scalability by allowing the system to scale to a
large number of nodes without placing an undue burden on the infrastructure itself. In [22],
Placzek focused on the idea of reducing the amount of data transmitted through Vehicu-
lar Sensor Network in order to control the roads traffic. Instead of periodically requesting
sensed data from vehicles, the proposed approach specifies time moments when the queries
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should be sent. The selected time moments are characterized by the uncertainty of traffic
estimation, and in this case, new traffic data is requested.
Problem Statement: All the aforementioned mobile sensing related approaches rely
on continuous or periodic sensing of road and traffic data, which entails the following
problems:
• High energy consumption on mobile devices due to the continuous sensing from the
relevant sensor such as GPS, accelerometer, etc.
• Communication overhead on mobile infrastructure due to (1) continuous data sens-
ing from each vehicle and (2) data collection from all the vehicles without any fil-
tering/selection criteria during collection. All the customizations performed by these
approaches are done at the server side, i.e. during traffic analysis after collection.
The impact of this problem will potentially increase with the fast emergence of Inter-
net of things that will overhead the mobile infrastructure, reaching around 50 Billion
connected devices by year 2020 [23].
• High processing overhead and full availability of road data since the current traf-
fic analysis models and algorithms are dependent on continuous and complete data
collection from all vehicles in order to estimate the mean speed, density, and flow.
In order to address the aforementioned problems, the proposed framework offers on-
demand and upon need data collection gathered based on several selection criteria such
as availability, location, need, etc. To the best of our knowledge, none of the current ap-
proaches in the literature have targeted the aforementioned problems and addressed on-
demand sensing in the context of ITS and traffic estimation.
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2.7 Conclusion
We presented in this chapter brief descriptions about Intelligent Transportation Systems,
Traffic estimation models, Sensing as a Service approach and RESTful Web services. Ad-
ditionally, we presented an overview of the major approaches in the literature in the areas
of Continuous sensing for the collection of sensed data and Sensing as a Service concept
in the mobile devices.
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Chapter 3
Sensing as a Service for Traffic
Monitoring
3.1 Introduction
This chapter addresses the problem of continuous sensing for road and traffic data to esti-
mate the traffic condition by proposing an on-demand sensing in the context of ITS. Using
the concept of Sensing as a Service, a data consumer could request a specific road con-
dition from the sensing platform. This last would search for the most suitable set of cars
located and/or heading toward the targeted road through a matching algorithm based on
multi-criteria. Afterwards, the platform collect the sensed data from the selected set to run
a traffic estimation algorithm that calculates the mean speed of the requested road.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 details the proposed ve-
hicular sensing framework, by presenting the components functionalities, describing the
web service communication interfaces, and illustrating the operation using some scenarios.
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Section 3.3 is dedicated to the description of the proposed traffic estimation and partici-
pants selection models. This is followed by the prototype and implementation in section
3.4 and the experimental results in Section 3.5. We end this chapter with our conclusions,
in Section 3.6
3.2 Vehicular Sensing Framework Overview
Figure 1 depicts the high-level architecture of the proposed vehicular sensing framework.
Our system encompasses three main roles: Data consumers interested in the acquisition
 
Figure 1: High Level Vehicular Sensing System Architecture
of sensed data related to a particular area of interest within the city (e.g., provide me with
traffic conditions or snow clearance conditions on road X); data collectors offering their
phones’ data collection/sensing capabilities as services to other users; and vehicular sens-
ing platform acting as intermediary and data broker between consumers and collectors.
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The vehicular sensing platform receives sensing requests from data consumers and matches
those requests with the most suitable data collectors based on some selection criteria. Af-
terwards, the platform sends the sensing request to the chosen data collectors through the
matching model, who can either accept or reject it. Those who accept the request would
perform the required sensing task and send the sensed data to the vehicular sensing plat-
form, which is responsible of validating, aggregating and processing it through the relevant
model and algorithms, and then sending the reply to the requestor. The communication be-
tween the different roles can occur either using mobile communication infrastructures (e.g.
3G/4G mobile networks) or over public WiFi hotspots if available (e.g. in smart cities).
3.2.1 Components Description
We now describe the functions performed by our system’s entities in more detail:
• Data Consumer: The data consumer is a user who is interested in sensing services.
To access those services, the data consumer interacts with the vehicular sensing plat-
form through a gateway application to discover the sensing communities available.
Once subscribed to a sensing community, the data consumer can discover and sub-
scribe to (all or some of) its associated services. An example of a sensing community
could be "New York city drivers" and examples of sensing services are "Traffic con-
dition monitoring service" and "Snow clearance notification service". After subscrib-
ing to sensing services, a data consumer can send a sensing trigger to the vehicular
sensing platform by specifying the requested data type and sensing mode (i.e. sense
once, event-based sensing, or continuous sensing), as well as the geographical area
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of interest.
• Data Collector: A data collector is a user equipped with a sensor-enabled mobile
device, and who is willing to offer its data collection capabilities as services to other
users. The mobile device should host a sensing gateway application enabling the
interaction with the vehicular sensing platform. To offer sensing services, a data
collector must first subscribe to become part of a sensing community. After sub-
scription, the data collector periodically publishes his/her availability to the sensing
platform (e.g. available, busy, and away) to indicate willingness to participate in
sensing activities. The data collector’s sensing gateway application should support a
number of functionalities, including: handling sensing trigger requests from the plat-
form; allowing the user to initiate sensing without trigger (i.e. offer-based sensing)
and send the captured data to the sensing platform; ability to collect requested data
from embedded sensors; supporting some information processing and formatting ca-
pabilities; providing Geo-temporal tagging of the sensed information; scheduling of
sensing tasks; and management of sensing sessions based on received requests.
• Vehicular Sensing Platform: The vehicular sensing platform constitutes the key
entity in our architecture. It acts as intermediary between data consumers and data
collectors by matching sensing requests (in real time) with the most suitable data
sources, and offers information management and data brokerage capabilities. To
achieve that role, the vehicular sensing platform consists of a number of modules,
namely: communication, storage, validation, matching, identification and traffic es-
timation. The communication module is responsible of creating the communication
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messages (requests and responses) exchanged between the platform and the users.
The storage module is responsible for storing sensing activities related information.
The validation module is responsible of the pre-processing of the collected informa-
tion to detect inconsistencies and calibrate data. The matching module is a key mod-
ule implementing a matching algorithm that relies on certain criteria (e.g. location
and availability of data collector, data collection capabilities, data accuracy, available
battery level, and user’s reputation) to match sensing requests with the most suitable
set of data collectors. The identification module is responsible of assigning unique
IDs to the sensed entities, the sensing services offered, as well as users’ roles in the
system. Finally, The traffic estimation module processes the raw sensed data and pro-
duces traffic status information based on the proposed traffic estimation model and
algorithm. We provide in the following sections the technical details of the models
and algorithms deployed in the sensing platform.
3.2.2 Web Service based Communication Module
The communication module in the sensing platform is responsible of handling the messages
among the system entities. In the following, we present in details the type of the exchanged
messages.
In our vehicular sensing system, the communication between the components should be
flexible and light weight since the platform supports multiple sensing requests and handles
their response in parallel. Therefore, we select RESTful [24] as it is the best to work for
mobile Web services and web-based applications. Representational State Transfer (REST)
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Table 1: Web Services Communication Interfaces
Resources
URI
Base URL:
http://VehicularSensing.com
HTTP
action/description
Sensing
Session
/SensingSession
/SensingSession
/{SensingSessionID}
POST: create a new sensing
session GET: get all sessions
GET: retrieve a session. PUT:
update a session. DELETE:
terminate a sensing session
Data
Consumer
/DataConsumers
/{DataConsumerID}
GET: get info about a data con-
sumer. PUT: update a data con-
sumer info. DELETE: remove
a data consumer from a session
Data
Collector
/DataCollectors
/DataCollectors
/{DataCollectorID}
POST: create a new data collec-
tor GET: get all data collectors
GET: get info about a data
collector. PUT: update data col-
lector’s status info. DELETE:
delete a data collector
Traffic
Report
/SensingSession/SensingSession
ID/traffic
GET: get traffic report related to
a sensing session PUT: update
traffic report info. DELETE: re-
move a traffic and dissociate it
from session
is an architectural style where data is considered as resources and accessed through Uni-
form Resource Identifiers (URIs).
Each entity in our system is thus considered as a web service that communicates through
REST APIs. The exchanged messages, illustrated in Table 1, use the HTTP protocol and
its most commonly used operations: POST, GET, PUT, and DELETE. POST creates a new
resource and its URI will be automatically generated. GET reads the information about the
resource in an appropriate representation. PUT updates the resource that can be deleted
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through DELETE. In the proposed model, our data set consists of Sensing Sessions split
into four resources: "SensingSession", "DataConsumer", "DataCollector" and "TrafficRe-
port". Each SensingSession has one DataConsumer willing to get the traffic status of a
particular road and a set of DataCollectors located on the specified road and a TrafficRe-
port generated after processing the sensed data. The "SensingSession" resource is identi-
fied by the URI "http://VehicularSensing.com/SensingSessions/SensingSessionID" where
SensingSessionID is the unique identifier of the Session. The "DataConsumer" is identi-
fied by "http://VehicularSensing.com/DataConsumers/DataConsumerID" where DataCon-
sumerID is the identifier of the requester. The "DataCollector" is identified by "http://Vehic-
ularSensing.com/DataCollectors/DataCollectorID". The "TrafficReport" is identified by
"http://Vehicular Sensing.com/SensingSessions/SensingSessionID/traffic". Table 1 sum-
marizes also the URIs used in column 2, along with their operations in column 3 in order
to access each resource found in the first column.
Table 2 illustrates the data encompassed in the request/response messages exchanged
between the client and server for the HTTP actions related to the SensingSession resource.
Table 2: Data representation
Resources HTTP action
Data representation Operation
Client ->Server Server ->Client
Sensing
Session
POST:
http://VehicularSensing
.com/SensingSessions
<SensingSensing>
<datatype>Traffic </datatype>
<dcName>Name1</dcName>
<areaofInterest>
<city>cityZ </city >
<street>Street79 </street>
</areaofInterest>
</SensingSensing>
http://www.VehicularSensing.com/
SensingSession/{Sensing SessionID}
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GET: get all sessions
http://VehicularSensing
.com/SensingSessions
None
<SensingSessions>
<SensingSession>
<ssID>ID123</ssID>
<dcName>Name1</dcName>
<datatype>Traffic</dataType>
<areaofInterest>
<city>cityZ</city>
<street>Street79</street>
</areaofInterest>
</SensingSession>
</SensingSessions>
GET: retrieve a session
http://VehicularSensing
.com /SensingSession/
{Sensing SessionID}
None
<SensingSession>
<ssID>ID123</ssID>
<dcName>Name1</dcName>
<datatype>Traffic</datatype>
<areaofInterest>
<city>cityZ</city>
<street>Street79</street>
</areaofInterest>
</SensingSession>
PUT: update a session
http://VehicularSensing
.com /SensingSession/
{Sensing SessionID}
<SensingSession >
<datatype>Snow Condition</datatype>
</SensingSession>
None
DELETE: terminate a
sensing session
http://VehicularSensing
.com /SensingSession/
{Sensing SessionID}
None None
3.2.3 Illustrative Scenario and Sequence Diagrams
Figure 2 represents a sequence diagram that shows the interaction among the system com-
ponents. Whenever a user wants to subscribe to the vehicular sensing platform, he indicates
his role as either data consumer or data collector and sends a POST request to the server.
Accordingly, the server creates new "DataCollector" / "DataConsumer" resource and sends
him back the appropriate URI. Once the resource is successfully created, a "200 Ok" mes-
sage is returned to the user. As the server requires to periodically keep in its database the
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 Figure 2: User subscription to platform and user status update scenarios
sensed data of all participating data collectors, each one sends a PUT message to the server
specifying its current position, speed and availability.
The diagram in figure 3 shows how a data consumer can request the traffic status of a
particular road. First, the requester of data sends a POST message to the server in order to
create new sensing session and gets the generated URI resource as a response. Then a GET
request is sent from the consumer to the server holding the created session id as shown
in step 4 in the figure. When the server receives the request, it runs an internal matching
algorithm to collect the expected targeted cars on the road and sends them GET requests.
If available, every data collector replies by sharing its current position and speed with the
server, which runs another matching algorithm to filter the on-road cars only. Finally, the
server platform generates the road’s condition and sends it to the user after processing the
sensed data and applying a traffic estimation algorithm.
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 Figure 3: On demand traffic condition sensing scenario
3.3 Participants’ Selection and Traffic Estimation Models
The key models in our Vehicular Sensing platform are the matching/participant selection
model and the traffic estimation model. We focus in these models on the scenario where a
data consumer sends a sensing trigger request to the sensing platform, with the following
parameters: Data type = traffic condition; sensing mode = sense once; Area of interest =
name of street on which sensing is required. Once the user sends the request, the server
first runs the algorithm realizing the Matching model to retrieve the most suitable set of
data collectors along with their sensed data. Then it runs the algorithm implementing the
Traffic Estimation model to process the raw sensed data and predict the traffic status. All
the notations of the used formulas in these two models are illustrated in Table 3.
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Table 3: Formulas Notations
Variable Description
R
The desired road from which the traffic condition is
inferred
R’ An adjacent road heading toward R
R” An adjacent road heading from R
possl Last position of sensor s at time t1
posscur Current position of s at time t2
s.avail The availability of s
s.rep The reputation of s
s.capab The capability of s
s.dataAcc The data accuracy of s
3.3.1 Matching and Participants’ Selection Model
The matching model is needed to retrieve the appropriate set of collectors whenever the
platform’s server receives a sensing request. In this context, several models have been ad-
vanced to select the suitable set. The participatory sensing framework proposed in [25]
selects the social sensors and enables to share data based on their availability, trust and en-
ergy. To predict the user location and estimate his availability, an algorithm called Dynamic
Tensor Analysis (DTA) is adopted since the user historical trajectory is known through his
daily routine. All users with similar trajectories are clustered in ’Friends-Like Social Sen-
sors’ group where only one is selected to avoid the same data collection from multiple
participants. The same concept has been proposed in [26] on how to choose the best set
from a huge number of collectors and retrieve sensing data from them. The model focuses
on finding not only the best set but also the minimum number of participants in the set
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that covers a given area of interest and satisfies certain constraints. The sensing requests
can be sent at any time and handle both temporal and special requirements. The authors
in [27] cover a certain area of interest based on the budget constraint by focusing on the
scenario where the entire targeted region is divided into several sub-regions. The partici-
pants in each sub-region set specific prices in order to respond to the sensing requests and
thus the system picks the ones with lowest prices to maximize the number of collectors.
Some interpolation methods could be used in case the incentive budget is not sufficient or
no collectors are located in the desired sub-region. In [28] and [29], the data consumer
sends sensing tasks to the system server where several requirements are associated to the
tasks such as the sensing area, time, data granularity and quantity. The proposed selection
models in [28] and [29] allow to gather the maximum number of sensory collectors while
minimizing the consumption of energy for all the participants. However, all of them did not
target ITS and Traffic condition monitoring, which limit their relevance to our approach.
Moreover, they are missing many important criteria needed for a traffic decision model.
In this context, we propose in the sequel a new matching model that considers several
criteria for selecting the minimal set of sensing vehicles. The first criterion is the geo-
graphic location of the targeted collectors, which takes into consideration two cases; in the
first one the data is collected from the cars located on the targeted road, while in the second
where the data is collected from the cars that are heading toward the desired road and will
eventually be located on it after a certain time frame. In order to find out the position of
each participating collector without nullifying the on-demand sensing concept, each data
collector must share periodically its recent sensed data with the server. Accordingly, the
first case can be calculated since both the positions of the participating nodes and the road
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coordinates are predefined. However, concerning the second case, we determine a bound-
ing circle around the middle of the targeted road and take the nearby streets that fall in this
circle area based on the map topology. All cars located on the nearby streets are then added
to the set of data collectors. The second criterion in the matching is the availability of the
user. The status of the user is checked whether available or not to recognize if he is willing
to participate in the sensing activities. At the time a user sends a non-availability, the server
should not consider him in the set of collectors even if he is located in the desired area of
interest. The third criterion is the battery level of the users’ mobile phone. If the phone bat-
tery level of a user is less than or equals to 20%, then our matching approach assumes that
the mobile phone is not capable of sending/receiving any form of data to/from the server
and thus the user is not in the appropriate set of collectors. The fourth criterion is the user’s
reputation, which helps to improve the performance of the platform. We keep the records
of data sent by the user in order to check its accuracy. For example, if a user history has
low accuracy, we won’t send him new requests. The fifth criterion is the sensing capabili-
ties of the user. This is useful in the general case where the user is sensing data related to
temperature, CO2 level, or any other type of information. We need to check if the user is
capable of sensing such type of data since not all the phones embed variety of sensors. The
sixth and final criterion is the accuracy of the data sent by the user based on the type of the
used sensor. For instance, the data collected using GPS is considered more accurate than
the one collected using Wi-Fi.
In the sequel, we present the model combining all the aforementioned criteria followed
by its corresponding algorithm (Algorithm 1). All the participating sensors S with total
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size n are first selected as input to find the initial Sinit defined by
Sinit =
n∑
s=1
(possl ∈ R ∨ possl ∈ R′) ∧ (s.avail == true) ∧ (s.BatLev >= 20%)
∧ (s.rep == high) ∧ (s.capab == true) ∧ (s.dataAcc == good)
(1)
where Sinit set holds all the sensors which their last position possl at time t1 was either
on R or heading toward R, and are characterized by the following properties: are
available, have high reputation, capable to sense the required data, and have good
data accuracy. Let t1 be the time when the participants shared the last sensed data
with the server just before receiving a traffic request from a consumer and t2 be the
request time.
Since the server requires two recent sensed data for the collectors to estimate the roads
conditions, the server sends sensing requests to each car in the list and gets their new po-
sitions and speeds as response. Hence, once the collectors in the set Sinit are found, the
platform sends them sensed request to collect the appropriate data in order to estimate the
road condition. The new set of sensors Sfinal collected after receiving Sinit’ responses is de-
fined by
Sfinal =
Sinit.size∑
s=1
(possl ∈ R ∧ posscur ∈ R) ∨ (possl ∈ R ∧ posscur ∈ R′′) ∨
(possl ∈ R′ ∧ posscur ∈ R)
(2)
where set Sfinal contains the cars that are located on R at time t2 and were located on
R’ at time t1, the cars that are located in the destination R at both t1 and t2, and the cars
that were found on the road R at t1 and becomes on its adjacent R” at t2. Accordingly,
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the cars, heading toward the desired destination and changed their directions, are
removed from the list and the rest will be sent to the traffic estimation module.
Algorithm 1 - Matching
1: Input: All cars si participating in sensing services
2: Output: Set of targeted cars Sfinal located in the specified destination
3: Construct a list Sinit: ∅ for the estimated targeted cars
4: for each sensor si do
5: get si last position possl from the server’s database
6: if possl == onRoad ‖ possl == headingToRoad then
7: if si == available then
8: if batteryLevel ≥ 20% then
9: if reputation == high then
10: if capability == true then
11: if dataAcc == good then
12: add si to Sinit
13: Construct a new list Sfinal for the targeted cars
14: for each sensor si in Sinit do
15: send sensing request ri to si and get its current position posscur
16: if possl == onRoad && posscur == onRoad then
17: add si to Sfinal
18: if possl == onRoad && posscur == outOfRoad then
19: add si to Sfinal
20: if possl == headingToRoad && posscur == onRoad then
21: add si to Sfinal
3.3.2 Traffic Estimation Model
Once the vehicular platform successfully performs the matching process, the platform for-
wards the two sensed data possl and pos
s
cur for each sensor s in the set of collectors Sfinal to
the traffic estimation module in order to estimate the speed on the specified road on which
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the traffic condition is inferred. Since the sensors have varied positions on the map, some
of them may have possl located on the specified road, while others located on its adjacent
roads, as the set of collectors encompasses the cars heading toward the desired destination.
Similarly, at time t2, when the server sends the sensing request to the set of selected data
collectors, the sensors’ posscur could either be on the specified road or on its adjacent one
in case it left it. The distance of road traveled by sensor s is denoted as ri(possl , pos
s
cur),
which takes only the distance traveled within the two intersections of the road without the
adjacent links as the data consumers ask for the condition of a specific road.
Knowing ri(possl , pos
s
cur) of each sensor si during the interval (t1, t2), the server can com-
pute their average speed vi defined by
vi =
ri(pos
s
l , pos
s
cur)
(t1, t2)
(3)
The road condition represented by the mean speed is calculated according to equation (4)
[30]
vmean(t2) =
∑
s∈Sfinal(t2) [vi × ri(pos
s
l , pos
s
cur)]∑
s∈Sfinal(t2) ri(pos
s
l , pos
s
cur)
(4)
where the mean speed vmean of a particular road at the request time t2 is a function
of the length of the road traveled and covered by each sensor s in the final set Sfinal,
along with their average mobile speed.
Note that this approach is widely used for traffic speed estimation, and works under the
assumption that vehicles’ speeds are constant.
Typically, the ground truth (vGT ) is calculated using video surveillance of real traffic,
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which is a statistical measure that describes the entire traffic flow as follows
vGT (tk) =
l
1
|Ci(tk)| ×
∑
c∈Ci(tk)4tc
(5)
We use visual observation of the traffic simulation to determine a set of cars Ci(tk) that
enter the road segment within a certain time window (t1, t2) ⊆ (tk - τ , tk + τ ), where tk is
the chosen moment in time to calculate the ground truth and τ is a predefined constant. For
those set of cars, we calculated the time taken by each one of them (4tc) to traverse the
road segment of length l.
To determine the accuracy of the obtained results, we calculate the estimation error using
equation (6) that represents the absolute value of the calculated mean speed minus the
ground truth
E¯ =| vmean − vGT | (6)
3.4 Prototype and Implementation
In order to validate our proposed solution, we combined prototyping with simulation traces
generated using VanetMobiSim, which is a widely used traffic simulator that generates
realistic vehicular movement traces, based on macroscopic and microscopic mobility mod-
els [31]. Instead of using real sensory data collected using phones, we opted for simulation
traces as it allows the generation of a large set of data for our experiments and enables the
control of different parameters (e.g. roads’ topology, number of cars used, mobility model,
and speed limits on the roads). In our experiments, we used a macroscopic mobility model
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that deals with properties such as traffic density, speed and flow.
3.4.1 Prototype software architecture
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Figure 4: Prototype Components
Figure 4 illustrates our prototype software architecture. The prototype, which was im-
plemented in JAVA, consists of three main components: a data consumer node generating
sensing trigger requests; a vehicular sensing platform node matching requests with col-
lectors, managing the sensed data and estimating traffic status; and data collector nodes
responding to the sensing requests and publishing their sensed data. Communication be-
tween the different components is achieved using REST APIs. To simplify the develop-
ment of RESTful Web Services, we have selected the open source Jersey framework [24]
that functions as a JAX-RS Reference Implementation [32], and Grizzly Application server
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that deploys the web services. Each component encompasses a PostgreSQL repository [33]
to store the relevant sensed data.
As shown in Figure 4, the data consumer is a node consisting of a request/response
handling module responsible of the generation of sensing requests and the handling of
responses; a sensing session manager responsible of the tracking of the sensing sessions
and their status; and a local sensing data repository (SDR) storing the collected data and
the sensing sessions’ statuses.
The vehicular sensing platform is the main node in our prototype. It consists of the
following modules: a request/response handler responsible of the processing of received
requests and responses; a validation and matching module implementing the matching al-
gorithm and validating the data received; a request dispatcher and request queue responsible
of queuing and dispatching requests to selected data collectors; a resource naming module
responsible of assigning IDs to sensed entities, sensing services, and users; a publication
engine handling voluntary data publications from data collectors; a traffic estimation mod-
ule implementing the proposed traffic estimation algorithm; an analysis and reporting mod-
ule responsible of the generation of advanced traffic reports from the collected data; and
a sensing data repository (SDR) storing the sensed data, the generated traffic reports, the
sensing sessions’ status as well as information about data collectors and consumers.
Instead of hosting the data collector node logic on real mobile devices, we used in-
stances of the data collector nodes running on one machine to simulate a large number of
data collectors. Furthermore, we used VanetMobiSim to simulate different traffic condi-
tions (i.e. the positions and speeds of the cars moving on the simulated roads), and stored
this information in a file that was made accessible to the data collectors’ instances. This
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file, which contains information related to all simulated car nodes, is initially processed by
each data collector node to retrieve its specific information throughout the simulation life-
time, and stored on a local DB on the node in question. This combination of prototyping
and simulated traffic data allows testing at different scales, not to mention the control of the
traffic parameters that would not be possible with a real life prototype deployed on smart
phones hosted in moving vehicles.
To achieve the functionality of a data collector, each data collector node consists of a
request/response handling module responsible of receiving the sensing requests and pub-
lishing their sensed data; a sensing data publication module responsible of publishing the
sensed data to the platform (either following a trigger or voluntarily); a sensing session
manager module responsible of the tracking of the sensing sessions and their status; a
scheduler module responsible of scheduling the processing of multiple requests received
from the platform; an info acquisition module responsible of the retrieval of the car po-
sition and velocity sensed data (at that specific time instance) from the PostgreSQL local
database (the SDR) hosted by the data collector node; an information processor module
responsible of processing and formatting the messages exchanged via REST API between
the vehicular sensing platform and the data collector node; and a SDR that stores all the
data collector position/velocity information throughout the lifetime of the simulation, to be
used whenever the platform asks for data collection. It should be noted that the information
stored in the SDR is used either to publish data voluntarily to the sensing platform without
any solicitation and trigger, or used to respond to sensing requests by sending the vehicle’s
velocity and position at certain time instance to the platform, thus covering two modes of
information publication (trigger based publication and voluntary publication).
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Figure 5: Testbed Setup
3.4.2 Testbed Setup, Datasets, and Test Scenarios
As shown in Figure 5, the experimental setup consists of three main components: One
data consumer node triggering the sensing requests, one vehicular sensing platform node
responsible of data and sensing requests/responses management and implementing the
matching and traffic estimation algorithms, and one data collector management node that
instantiates the needed data collector instances and dispatches sensing requests to the rel-
evant ones. The used machines are equipped with Intel CoreTM2 Duo E6550, 2.33GHz
processor and 4GB of RAM, 10000 RPM HDD, 100MBPS link and running Ubuntu 12.04
LTS.
To populate the raw data repository accessible to the data collector instances, four data
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sets were generated using VanetMobiSim simulations. The simulation runs were config-
ured to simulated four traffic conditions, namely: free flowing, moderately congested, con-
gested, and highly congested. Furthermore, in order to compare our proposed on-demand
sensing approach to the traditional continuous sensing approach, two test scenarios were
used in our experiments as illustrated in Figures 6 and 7.
In the on-demand sensing scenario depicted in Figure 6, the first interaction is triggered
by the data consumer, which sends a sensing request to the vehicular sensing platform
asking for the traffic condition in an area of interest (i.e. specific position or street). The
sensing platform will then run the matching algorithm to get the list of suitable data col-
lectors satisfying the matching criteria and forward to them the sensing request. Each data
collector will perform the sensing operation (i.e. acquiring its position and speed in that
case) and sends the sensed information as a response to the sensing platform. After receiv-
ing the responses from all targeted data collectors, the sensing platform will run the traffic
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Figure 7: Continuous Sensing Scenario
estimation algorithm to estimate the traffic speed/condition. This information is then used
to build a traffic report, which is sent by the sensing platform as final response to the data
consumer.
In the continuous sensing approach depicted in Figure 7, the sensing operation is per-
formed in a continuous fashion by all the data collectors, which publish their sensed infor-
mation on a regular basis to the sensing platform. When a data consumer sends a sensing
request to the platform, the latter uses the sensed information previously published to es-
timate the traffic condition using the traffic estimation algorithm, and then sends the final
response (i.e. the traffic report) to the data consumer.
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Table 4: Testing Strategies and Metrics
Test
Category Performance Metric
Description of how metric was
measured/calculated Test scenarios used
Traffic
Estimation
Algorithm
- Mean speed
- Ground truth
- Traffic estimation
Error
Mean speed: calculated using equation
4
Ground truth: calculated using equa-
tion 5
Estimation error: calculated using
equation 6
Four scenarios were used:
1. Free flowing road 2. Moderately Con-
gested road
3. Congested road 4. Highly Con-
gested road. The simulated traffic data for
those scenarios was generated using Vanet-
MobiSim by varying the configuration of the
max. speed on the road. Figure illustrates
the road topology used in the simulated sce-
narios.
Matching
Algorithm
Response time
Time needed for the matching algo-
rithm to return the set of selected cars
located in the area of interest and
matching the specified matching crite-
ria.
Four variants of the matching algorithm were
tested by varying the dataset (i.e. the # of
cars processed during the selection) and the
matching criteria used. The four variants are:
1. Six matching criteria (Proximity, availabil-
ity, Data collection capability, accuracy, bat-
tery level, reputation) 2. Four matching Cri-
teria (Proximity, availability, Data collection
capability, accuracy) 3. Three matching Cri-
teria (Proximity, availability, Data collection
capability) 4. Two matching Criteria (Prox-
imity & availability)
The dataset for each experiment was crafted
in a way to show the difference between the
different matching criteria. For instance, to
highlight the effect of reputation as matching
criteria, we introduced malicious nodes that
injected wrong data in the data set âA˘S¸ nodes,
which would be filtered out only if reputation
is used as matching criteria. For accuracy,
we introduced data that is rounded and not
very accurate. This approach allows the dif-
ferentiation between the different versions of
the multi-criteria matching algorithm, and to
show the trade-off between performance and
accuracy.
Matching error %
Matching error %: calculated as # of
cars selected by algorithm / # of cars
satisfying the matching criteria (calcu-
lated manually) * 100
System
Load
Testing
Response time
Time from when sensing request (msg.
1 in fig. 6) is sent until sensing response
(msg. 7 in fig. 6) is received.
Using the on-demand sensing scenario pre-
sented in Fig. 6, we varied the number of re-
quests sent by the data consumer to the plat-
form from 1 to 2000 requests, and measured
the system’s response time and network load.Network Load
Size of packets exchanged for the end-
to-end interaction (between sensing re-
quest and sensing response)
System Data
Frequency
Based Testing-
Continuous
Sensing
Approach
Response time
Time from when traffic condition re-
quest (msg. 4 in fig. 7) is sent until traf-
fic condition response (msg. 5 in fig. 7)
is received.
Using the continuous sensing scenario pre-
sented in Fig. 7, we varied the frequency of
the voluntary data publications made by data
collectors to the platform, as follows: each
30 secs, each 1 minute, each 5 minutes, and
each 10 minutes. The following metrics were
measured: response time, network load, and
traffic estimation error.
Network load
Size of packets exchanged for the end-
to-end interaction (between voluntary
publication of data and traffic condition
response)
Traffic estimation error
% Calculated using equation 6
System Data
Frequency
Based Testing-
On Demand
Sensing
Approach
Response time
Time from when sensing request (msg.
1 in fig. 6) is sent until sensing response
(msg. 7 in fig. 6) is received.
Using the on-demand sensing scenario pre-
sented in Fig. 6, we varied the number of
received sensing requests/hour by the plat-
form, as follows: 10 requests/hr., 100 re-
quests/hr., 500 requests/hr., 1000 request-
s/hr., and 10,000 requests/hr. The following
metrics were measured: response time, net-
work load, and traffic estimation error.
Network load
Size of packets exchanged for the end-
to-end interaction (between sensing re-
quest and sensing response)
Traffic estimation error
% Calculated using equation 6
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Participation %
Based Testing
Response time
Time from when sensing request (msg.
1 in fig. 6) is sent until sensing response
(msg. 7 in fig. 6) is received.
Using the on-demand sensing scenario pre-
sented in Fig. 6, we varied the % of cars par-
ticipating in the sensing activity and to see the
impact on the accuracy of the results. The %
of targeted cars was varied from 100% of cars
(continuous sensing case), to 70%, to 50%,
to 30%, to 10%. The following metrics were
measured: response time, network load, and
traffic estimation error.
Network load
Size of packets exchanged for the end-
to-end interaction (between sensing re-
quest and sensing response)
Traffic estimation error
% Calculated using equation 6
Quality of
Sensed In-
formation
Testing
Traffic estimation error Calculated using equation 6
Using the on-demand sensing scenario pre-
sented in Fig. 6, we varied the % of cars par-
ticipating in the sensing activity (from 100%
to 10%) as well as the matching criteria used
(using 6, 4, 3, 2, and 1 matching criterion)
in order to study the impact of the selection
criteria on the Quality of sensed information
& traffic estimation accuracy. The traffic es-
timation error was measured in that case.
3.5 Experimental Results and Discussion
3.5.1 Performance Evaluation Strategy and Metrics
The objectives of the experiments we conducted are to: (1) assess the performance of the
two main algorithms implemented by the on-demand sensing platform (i.e. the matching
and the traffic estimation algorithms); (2) evaluate the overall system performance includ-
ing all the communications and processing overhead; and (3) compare the performance of
the on-demand and continuous sensing approaches, using the two test scenarios presented
in figures 6 and 7.
To achieve those goals, a number of testing approaches and performance metrics were
used, as summarized in table 3.4.2. The detailed analysis of the conducted tests will be
presented in the coming sections.
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Figure 8: Simulated roads’ topology
3.5.2 Algorithms’ Performance Evaluation
3.5.2.1 Traffic estimation algorithm
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Figure 9: Traffic estimation results
Figure 9 depicts the performance of our traffic estimation algorithm, when applied to
four types of roads: a free flowing road, a moderately congested road, a congested road,
and a highly congested road. For each scenario, we calculated the estimated mean speed,
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the ground truth for the road, and the traffic estimation error, as shown in the figure. By
analyzing the obtained results, we notice that the mean speed estimation method yields
more accurate results in the free flowing roads than in the more congested road, with an
estimated mean speed of 39 Km/hr. on a road with a ground truth of 30.26 Km/hr (for the
free flowing case), vs. an estimated mean speed of 6.39 Km/hr. on a highly congested road
with a ground truth of 3.16 Km/hr. Another observation is that the mean speed method
resulted in speed over-estimation in both congested and uncongested conditions. In abso-
lute vehicular speed terms, the obtained traffic estimation results are very good since we
are more interested in the traffic status (i.e. free flowing, moderately congested, congested,
and highly congested) rather than the actual speed on the road. Thus, since the estimated
traffic mean speed values were close to the ground truth values on the tested roads, the
correct traffic condition was inferred in the four tested scenarios.
3.5.2.2 Matching algorithm
Figure 10(a) shows the performance of the multi-criteria matching algorithm, when
all six selection criteria (i.e. availability, proximity, data collection capability, accuracy,
battery level, and reputation) are used for participants’ selection. In this experiment, the
number of cars on the road, which were processed during the matching varied from 50
cars to 1000 cars. As expected, when the number of cars available on the road increased
(i.e. the size of the dataset increased), the number of targeted collectors matching the
selection criteria increased. For instance, when the number of cars on the road is 50, the
number of selected data collectors is 4, while when there were 1000 cars on the road,
the number of targeted collectors rose to 80. Examining the performance of the 6-criteria
matching algorithm, we observe that the algorithm yielded good results, by selecting 4
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Figure 10: Performance for six/four/three/two criteria of matching algorithm
out of 4 eligible cars for a dataset of 50 cars (i.e. matching error percentage of 0%), and
10 out of 11 eligible cars for a dataset of 100 cars (i.e. matching error percentage of
10%). We notice that the matching error % increases with an increase of the size of the
cars datasets processed. For instance, when the dataset consisted of 800 cars, the number
of selected cars was 37 cars out of 52 eligible cars (i.e. a matching error percentage of
29%). As for the matching algorithm’s response time, it varied between 220 ms in the case
of 50 processed cars to 296 ms when 1000 cars were processed, which is an acceptable
performance that would bear minimum impact on the end-to-end system response time. It
should be noted that the other variants of the multi-criteria matching algorithm exhibit a
similar performance from response time and matching error %, as shown in figure 10(b),
(c) and (d).
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3.5.2.3 System’s Performance Evaluation
• Load Testing:
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Figure 11: Load testing results for on-demand sensing platform
In order to evaluate the behavior of the on-demand sensing system under variable load-
ing conditions, we conducted some load tests using the test setup shown in figure 6. Figure
11 shows the obtained load testing results.
As shown in figure 11, the on-demand sensing system shows a polynomial (cubic)
growth pattern in terms of response time, which ranged from 14.3 sec for 1 sensing request
to 22.95 sec for a 2000 sensing requests. It worth to mention that the response time can
be reduced significantly when using computers with better performance setup since most
of it is spent on algorithmic computation. This polynomial response time growth pattern
can be attributed to four time consuming steps related to on-demand sensing, namely: the
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multi-criteria participants’ selection process; the waiting time required to receive sensed
data from the targeted participants; the concurrent access to platform’s DB for storage
of different pieces of sensed data; the traffic estimation process and generation of traffic
reports.
As for the generated network load, it showed a polynomial (quadratic) growth pattern
with values ranging from 120 KB for 1 sensing request to 21689 KB for 2000 sensing
requests. The network load’s growth pattern can be explained by the fact that the more
sensing requests are received, the more data collectors are targeted which multiples the
number of messages exchanged through the system
• Data-Frequency Based Testing in On-Demand vs Continuous Sensing:
In order to compare the on-demand and continuous sensing approaches, we conducted
data frequency based testing in which we varied the sensing frequency (i.e. the number
of sensing requests received per hour by the on-demand sensing platform and the number
of voluntary publications made in continuous sensing mode) and measured the response
time and network load generated in both cases. The presented results in Figures 12 and
13 illustrate clearly the benefits of the proposed on-demand approach in terms of traffic
overhead and network load compared to the continuous, while maintaining very close traffic
estimation accuracy in both of them.
Figure 12 shows the data frequency based testing results for the on-demand sensing
approach in terms of network load, response time, and traffic estimation accuracy (error
%) as a function of the average number of received sensing requests/hour. As shown in
the figure, the on-demand sensing system shows a logarithmic growth pattern in terms
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Figure 12: Data frequency based testing results for on-demand sensing approach
of response time, which increases from 15.264 sec to 30.165 sec as the average number
of received sensing requests per hour increases from 10 to 10000. This growth pattern
can be explained by the fact that the more requests are received per hour, the more fresh
data is available in the platform, which can be reused to answer subsequent requests with-
out the need to resort to data collectors. Furthermore, in some cases, the current traffic
status reports may be already available in the system due to many requests in the same
area, which will decrease the response time to the new data consumers requesting traf-
fic conditions in the same area. On the other hand, the system’s network load exhibits a
polynomial (quadratic) trend line, ranging from 340 KB for an average of 10 sensing re-
quests received/hour up to 3568 KB for an average of 10000 sensing request received/hour.
This polynomial increase is attributed to the additional number of data collectors required
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for new requests, thus generating additional traffic load. As for the traffic estimation ac-
curacy, we notice that as the average number of sensing received by hour increases, the
traffic estimation error % decreases, dropping from 17.82% estimation error for 10 sensing
requests received/hour to 2.9% estimation error for 10000 sensing requests received/hour.
This can be explained by the fact that the more requests are received, the more data points
are collected about a certain area, and the more accurate the traffic estimation results will
be.
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Figure 13: Data frequency based testing results for continuous sensing approach
On the other hand, Figure 13 shows the data frequency based testing results for the
continuous sensing approach in terms of network load, response time, and traffic estima-
tion accuracy (error %) as a function of the voluntary data publication frequency. Similar
to the on-demand sensing case, in the continuous sensing case, we notice that the traffic
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estimation error decreases with the increase of the voluntary data publication frequency,
dropping from an estimation error of 17.7% for data voluntarily published each 10 minutes
to an estimation error of 5.9% for data published each 30 seconds. On the other hand, the
network load follows a polynomial (quadratic) growth curve, which is expected with the
increase in the number of data publication messages associated with an increased publica-
tion frequency (i.e. from each 10 minutes to each 30 seconds) . Finally, we notice that the
response time remains constant with respect to the voluntary data publication frequency.
This is due to the fact that when a traffic condition request is received by the platform, it is
using the data previously published in the system to estimate the traffic and send the final
response. Therefore, the data publication frequency bears no effect on the response time in
the continuous sensing case.
• Participation Percentage Based Testing:
The continuous sensing approach can be considered as a special case of on-demand sensing
approach, in which data is acquired on a regular basis from a 100% of the cars, instead
of occasionally from some of the cars. In order to test the impact of the percentage of
cars participating in the sensing activity on the accuracy of the traffic estimation results,
we carried a test in which the % of participating cars is varied from 10% to 100% and
measured the response time, network load, and traffic estimation error. Figure 14 depicts
the obtained results.
As observed, both the network load and response time increase in a linear fashion with
the increase in the % of cars participating in the sensing activity. For instance, the network
load and response time respectively achieved for 10% of cars targeted are 110 KB and
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Figure 14: Participation percentage based testing results
3 seconds. For a 100% of cars targeted (i.e. the continuous sensing case), the network
load and response time increased to 1760 KB and 15.5 seconds. This is an expected result
as more participation results in more message exchange (i.e. higher network load) and
more time to process those messages (i.e. higher response time). On the other hand, we
notice that the traffic estimation error decreases in a logarithmic fashion, with the increase
in the % of participating cars. This is due to the fact that the more cars are targeted, the
more data points are collected about a certain area, and the more accurate is the traffic
estimation result. It should however be mentioned that there is a compromise between
the accuracy of the traffic estimation result needed and the system’s performance in terms
of network load and response time. In fact, a higher traffic estimation accuracy will be
associated with a poorer system performance in terms of network load and response time.
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For instance, with a 100 % of cars targeted, we obtain the lowest traffic estimation error
(i.e. 8.3%) along with the highest network load (i.e. 1760 KB) and the highest response
time (i.e. 15.5 seconds). Decreasing the percentage of car participation to 50% results in
penalty of 4% of additional traffic estimation error, but an improvement of 50.9% in terms
of network load and an improvement of 46.5% in terms of response time. In the case of
30% participation rate, the additional traffic estimation error accrued is 10%, while the
improvement in terms of network load is 73.8% and the improvement in terms of response
time is 60.3%. Moreover, it is worth to mention about the high accuracy achieved by
the proposed on-demand approach, where in all the cases the traffic estimation error is
acceptable in order to determine the traffic status of the road, especially 30% and above,
where the error rate starts to be similar to the continuous approach.
• Impact of Selection Criteria on Quality of Sensed Information and Traffic Estimation
Accuracy:
In order to evaluate the impact of the participants’ selection criteria on the traffic esti-
mation accuracy, we varied both the % of cars targeted for a sensing activity as well as the
# of criteria used for participants’ selection from the ones targeted. Figure 15 depicts the
obtained results.
As expected, for the 5 sets of matching/selection criteria used (i.e. 6 matching criteria,
4 matching criteria, 3 matching criteria, 2 matching criteria, and 1 matching criterion),
increasing the % of cars targeted for sensing has a positive impact on the traffic estimation
accuracy. Furthermore, when the same % of cars are targeted and the different variants of
the matching approach are compared, the more selection criteria we use, the more accurate
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Figure 15: Impact of Selection Criteria on Traffic Estimation Accuracy
is the traffic estimation result. As shown in the figure, the 6-criteria matching approach
(the blue curve) outperforms all other approaches (i.e. 4 criteria, 3 criteria, 2 criteria, 1
criteria) for all % of participating cars used. This is due to the fact that for the same %
of cars targeted, the 6-selection criteria approach selects the best candidates yielding the
highest quality records satisfying multiple quality of information criteria. Although the
other approaches select the same number of candidates in each test scenario, the selected
candidates provide lower quality information since some of the quality criteria are not
considered in the selection process, thus yielding less accurate traffic estimation results.
It is very important to mention that even with less % of targeted cars, the selection ap-
proaches with more criteria outperform those with less selection criteria targeting a higher
% of cars in some cases. As an example illustrated in the blue dotted area in Figure 15, the
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6-selection criteria approach achieves a traffic estimation error percentage of 29.015% with
only 10% of targeted cars, which is a lower traffic estimation error than the ones achieved
by the 2-criteria approach and 1-criteria approach targeting 30% and 50% of the cars (yield-
ing traffic estimation errors ranging between 30.29% and 38.84%). The same applies when
comparing the 6-criteria approach targeting 30% of cars, to all other variants targeting 50%,
70%, and even 100% of cars (see green dotted area in the figure). This implies that using
the 6 criteria approach and targeting 30% cars as candidates’ yields more accurate results
than targeting 100% of cars with only 4 selection criteria. We can therefore conclude that
there exists a tradeoff between the number of selection criteria (i.e. the complexity of the
selection approach) and the accuracy of the traffic estimation results obtained. Therefore,
when more contextual information is available and multiple selection criteria can be used
for participants’ selection, a small % of participating cars can be targeted while achieving
high traffic estimation accuracy. On the other hand, in the case of lack of availability of
contextual information and the inability to use multiple selection criteria, a larger % of
participating cars need to be targeted to compensate for the lower quality data records and
maintain good traffic estimation accuracy. Based on the tests we conducted and the results
obtained, we can conclude that using 6 matching criteria and 30% of targeted cars achieves
the best trade-off in the test scenario and environment we used.
3.6 Conclusion
We presented in this chapter an On-Demand approach for road traffic monitoring. The
proposed solution is based on a multi-criteria data collectors selection that considers the
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participants presence in the region of interest, their availability and capability to participate
in the sensing activities, their phones battery level, the accuracy of the sensed data they
provide and the users reputation. The approach also adopts a mean speed based traffic
estimation to get the real-time roads condition and the communication among the different
system components is conducted through RESTful web service communication interfaces.
Finally, we discuss the results of the performance analysis done to show the usefulness of
our proposition.
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Chapter 4
Traffic Condition Estimation based on
On-Demand Sensing with the support of
Mobile Infrastructure
4.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, we addressed the problem of estimating the mean speed by assum-
ing that each data collector periodically shares its sensed data with the server. However,
gathering user status including geographic location every two minutes is considered as a
limitation to our full on-demand goal within ITS context since it entails persistent sampling
of sensed traffic data. Moreover, a data consumer will be provided with the value of the
mean speed (in km/h) whenever he requests the traffic status of a road segment. This in-
formation may not satisfy the requester as it doesn’t reflect a complete picture about the
traffic condition in that area. To address the aforementioned limitations, we propose in
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this chapter an enhanced sensing approach supporting fully on-demand strategy in order
to classify the traffic statuses. The new approach embeds new models for both Matching
and Traffic Estimation. First, we elaborate a complementary method to infer the identity
of vehicles located on a particular area through the use of cellular networks. Such method
would prevent the users from publishing continuously their sensed data by collecting, at
any request time, the targeted nodes aggregated to cell towers that cover an area of interest.
Second, we propose a combined classification approach to infer traffic condition based on
density and mean speed while adopting Kerner’s three phase traffic theory [11] that divides
the traffic into three categories: Jam, moderate, and free flow.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 represents the approach
overview. We elaborate in section 4.3 the vehicle selection model through mobile cell tow-
ers and in section 4.4 the classification based model for traffic condition. The performance
evaluation is presented in section 4.5 and the chapter is finally concluded in section 4.6
4.2 Approach Overview
Both matching/participant selection and traffic estimation are considered the main models
in our vehicular sensing platform presented in figure 1 of chapter3-section 3.2. Figure 16
illustrates the architecture of our proposed approach including the new elaborated models
for participant selection and traffic estimation. When the server receives sensing request
from data consumer, it matches the request with the cell towers located in the specified area
in order to collect all nodes connected to them. A first sensing request is then sent to each
node from the matched set requesting its specific location. All sensed data coming from
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 Figure 16: High Level of Fully On-Demand Vehicular Sensing System Architecture
in-vehicles sensors and found on the targeted road are selected to form the most suitable set
of collectors. Since the traffic estimation model requires two sensed data from each sensor
on road to predict the traffic condition, a second sensing request is therefore sent after 10
seconds to the elected set of nodes. Once all the nodes reply, the server runs the algorithm
implementing the traffic estimation model. Our proposed model combines the density and
mean speed characteristics to best reflect the road status and the resulting traffic condition
is symbolized either by red for Jam, yellow for synchronized, or by green for free flowing.
Table 5 presents the notations of the formulas notations used in both models, which we
present their technical details in the following sections.
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Table 5: Formulas Notations
Variable Description
ST Set of Tower
SS Set of Sensor
R
The desired road from which the traffic condition is
requested
R’ An adjacent road heading from R
STiid Sensor S with ID = id collected from Tower Ti
Sj.avail The availability of S
pos
Sj
ti Position of Sj at ti
Sj.sType Origin of Sj’s sensed data
Vmax Maximum speed that could be reached on a road
TC Traffic Condition
FF Free Flowing
MC Moderate Congestion
TJ Traffic Jam
4.3 Vehicle selection Model through mobile Cell Towers
The proposed matching model relies on several criteria to match the consumer request with
the appropriate list of collectors in order to get the data of their geographic locations. Once
the data consumer sends sensing request to the platform requesting the traffic condition on
a specific road, the server launches the matching module.
The proposed model supports fully on-demand approach, without requiring any con-
tinuous or previous sensed data from the nodes. Its main criteria are both the geographic
location inferred from cell towers data and availability of the targeted collectors, in addi-
tion to their phones battery level, reputation, sensing capabilities, and the accuracy of their
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sent data. First, the cell towers that cover the entire road, from which the traffic condition
is requested, are identified based on a map topology and predefined towers locations. The
number of towers chosen is defined by:
ST :
n∑
i=1
Ti | Ti covers R (1)
where ST contains the set of all the towers Ti surrounding the road R through their
coverage area
 
Figure 17: Representation of the road topology and cellular towers locations on the case
study area
The cell towers have different sizes. The large ones, which are usually found on high-
ways, are called macrocells and offer wide area coverage. Over a smaller area, microcells
are used to cover urban and suburban cells. Moreover, picocells are employed for even
smaller coverage area such as buildings, campuses, and airports [34]. In the proposed ap-
proach, we deal with microcells that cover around one mile in diameter since our study
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addresses the urban roads. Fig 17 illustrates the road topology used in the simulated sce-
narios including the cell towers with hexagonal shape covering the case study area. If a data
consumer requests the status of the road x presented in the figure, towers T2 and T3 are
picked to capture the vehicles movement. Then, all the nodes IDs connected to the chosen
towers are requested from the mobile providers. The collected set of nodes is defined by:
SSinit :
n⋃
i=1
STiid (2)
where SSinit stands for the initial set of sensors that includes the union of their IDs
gathered from the different requested Towers.
Afterwards, sensing request is sent to each node in the SSinit participating in the sensing
activities to get its geographic location at the request time t1, along with the origin of the
data sent (i.e. pedestrian or vehicle). The current mobile devices provide new feature to
recognize whether sensed data comes from a pedestrian or in-vehicle device. Therefore,
we filter the obtained set to keep only the on-road vehicular sensors, after eliminating the
pedestrians’ nodes. Hence, the filtered set of sensors after receiving the nodes responses
becomes as follows:
SSfiltered :
n∑
j=1
(Sj.avail == true) ∧ (possjt1 ∈ R) ∧ (Sj.sType == V eh) (3)
where SSfiltered holds all the available nodes willing to participating in the data
collection activities, located on the road R at t1, and having vehicular (V eh) sensor
type.
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To obtain the two required sensed data from the collectors to estimate the road condition,
a second sensing request is sent to the set SSfiltered after 10 seconds of t1 to get the new
nodes positions as responses. The final set of sensors SSfinal identified after receiving
SSfiltered responses is represented by equation (4)
SSfinal :
n∑
j=1
(Sj.avail == true) ∧
[
pos
sj
t2 ∈ R ∨ possjt2 ∈ R′
]∧
(Sj.sType == V eh)
(4)
where SSfinal holds all the available nodes, located on R or R’ (the adjacent road
heading from R) at t2, and having vehicular (V eh) sensor type.
We developed the algorithm of the aforementioned model within the matching module of
the sensing platform. Algorithm 2 illustrates all the steps of the matching including the
interactions with the other modules of the platform.
4.4 Classification-based Model for Traffic Conditions
In this section, we present our proposed model for traffic estimation that aims to classify
the different traffic flow conditions based on Kerner’s theory [11]. Density, mean speed
and flow [35] are the three main characteristics used to evaluate the traffic stream in macro-
scopic traffic flow model. Some proposed approaches [36], [37] focus on two characteris-
tics to estimate the traffic condition, while others [18], [30] use only one. In our proposed
model, we base our estimation on an approach combining both density and mean speed.
Moreover, we adopt Kerner’s theory that divides the traffic into three categories: 1) Traffic
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Algorithm 2 - Matching Algorithm through Cellular Tower
1: Input: Map Topology + Towers locations
2: Output: Set of targeted cars SSfinal located in the specified destination
3: t1 = time of consumer request
4: get the set of towers ST covering the targeted road R
5: Construct a list Sinit : ∅ for the initial set of sensors
6: for each Ti in ST do
7: send request to Ti’s provider, and get its nodes IDs Sid
8: SSinit = SSinit
⋃
STiid
9: for each sonsor Sj in SSinit do
10: send sensing request to Sj , and get its position posSj at t1
11: Construct a list Sfiltered : ∅ for the set of sensors
12: for each sonsor Sj in SSinit do
13: if Sj == available then
14: if posSjti == onRoad && Sj in V then
15: add Sj to SSfiltered
16: t2 = t1 + 10 secs. / t1 = time of consumer request
17: for each sonsor Sj in SSfiltered do
18: send sensing request to Sj , and get its position posSj at t2
19: Construct a list Sfinal : ∅ for the set of sensors
20: for each sonsor Sj in SSfiltered do
21: if Sj == available then
22: if posSjti == onRoad R ‖ pos
Sj
ti == onRoad R’ then && Sj in V
23: add Sj to SSfinal
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Jam describing a wide traffic, 2) Moderate congestion, also known as Synchronized Flow,
showing no significant stoppage of vehicles, and 3) Free Flow reflecting continuous traffic
flow with no congestion. Each of the density and mean speed classifies the traffic status
into one of these categories. In case of conflicting results, a percentage-based resolution
strategy is proposed to provide the final decision, which is sent to the consumer using red,
yellow, or green color. In the sequel, we provide the technical details of our approach.
4.4.1 Density based Estimation
The density based estimation represents the number of vehicles occupying the segment of
the requested road as denoted in the following:
K =
N
L
(5)
where N is equal to the number of vehicles on R, and L is the length of R (in miles).
N is obtained from equation (5) when the set of SSfiltered shares their location at t1. Table
6 shows how the different traffic conditions are deduced when k varies between zero and
the maximum number of vehicles over one mile. [38]
Table 6: Relations between traffic condition and density
Traffic Condition
k
(vehicles/mile)
k
(vehicles/305meters)
Free Flowing 0 ≤ k ≤ 30 0 ≤ k ≤ 5
Moderate Congestion 30 < k ≤ 160 5 < k ≤ 30
Traffic Jam 160 < k ≤ 233 30 < k ≤ 44
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By analyzing the flow condition on road x in Fig. 17, we can find that the length of the
road is 305 meters, and therefore the relation between the traffic condition and the number
of vehicles is calculated and provided in table 6.
4.4.2 Mean Speed based Estimation
To calculate the mean speed at a given time, we need to obtain data collected from a set of
sensors located in a specific area of interest. More precisely, a pair of latitude and longitude
coordinates data consecutively sampled from each sensor is needed. Consequently, the
nodes geographic location in both sets SSfiltered (equation 3) and SSfinal (equation 4) are
used to estimate the real mean speed. To start with, the distance of road traveled by sensor
Sj is characterized by
rj
(
pos
Sj
t1 , pos
′Sj
t2
)
(6)
where the position of Sj at t1
(
pos
Sj
t1
)
is always on R, however posSjt2 could either be
R or R’ that represents any adjacent road heading from R. Therefore, we adopt pos
′Sj
t2
as Sj position at t2 which denotes the intersection of the end/exit road if pos
Sj
t2 is on
R’, or the posSjt2 if it is on R.
Moreover, the average speed vj of each sensor is represented by:
vj =
(
pos
Sj
t1 , pos
′Sj
t2
)
(t1, t2)
(7)
The formula used for the mean speed is calculated based on equations 6 and 7 and can be
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defined as
vmean =
∑
sj∈SSfinal
[
vj × rj
(
pos
Sj
t1 , pos
′Sj
t2
)]
∑
sj∈SSfinal rj
(
pos
Sj
t1 , pos
′Sj
t2
) (8)
The classification of the mean speed vmean into the three levels is estimated based on the
thresholds [39] illustrated in table 7, where Vmax represents the maximum allowed speed
on a specified road.
Table 7: Relations between traffic condition and mean speed
Traffic Condition vmean (km/h)
Free Flowing 13 ≤ vmean ≤ vmax
Moderate Congestion 7 ≤ vmax < 13
Traffic Jam 0 ≤ vmax < 7
4.4.3 Rule-Based Inferred Traffic Condition
As previously mentioned, the final traffic condition category is deduced from both density
and mean speed models after combining their estimated results. If the two resulting con-
ditions match, then a straightforward decision is inferred and sent to the consumer. In this
context, the final congestion level is red, yellow or green when both density and mean speed
show traffic jam, moderate congestion, or free flowing condition respectively. Otherwise,
it may happen that each model classifies the road condition into different congestion level.
When such a conflict occurs, the estimated levels could not be averaged out since we adopt
only two criteria. To address the conflicting problem between the two models, we propose
the following strategy which ensures the validity of the final result:
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"The further the value of a criteria is away from its decision boundaries, the more
accurate its classification estimation will be"
For instance, let’s take the example where k is equal to 35 vehicles/mile and vmean is equal
to 4 km/h. Therefore, the density-based model estimates a Moderate Congestion condition,
while the mean speed based model reports a Traffic Jam. Thereby, we calculate how each
variable is away from the boundary of the conflicting level, and hence we consider the final
classification of the one having higher value. In this case, between k that falls between 30
and 160 and how close from 30 is and vmean that falls between 0 and 7 and how close from
7 is, we can say that k is closer to the considered boundary and the final traffic condition is
hence the one of the mean speed.
To realize formally the semantics in case of conflicting, we elaborated inference rules based
on deductive logic to decide on the final road status and classify it as Free Flow (FF), Mod-
erate Congestion (MC), and Traffic Jam (TJ). Inference rules usually have standard struc-
ture, where the conclusion is presented below a horizontal line and a list of premesis listed
above the line. [40]
The final traffic condition (TC) is represented as follows:
(premise1) op (premise2) op ... op (premisen)
< TC, Final >−−−→
classify
FF/MC/TJ
where op is either ∨ to represent the logical operator "and", or ∧ to represent the
logical operator "or".
Premises 1 and 2 denote the traffic conditions (TC) estimated from density and mean speed
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models respectively.
< TC, Density >−−−→
classify
FF/MC/TJ (premise 1)
< TC, Mean Speed >−−−→
classify
FF/MC/TJ (premise 2)
where TC is classified to FF, MC or TJ
The other premises are combinations of rules-based of the calculated ranges (vrange and
krange) needed in case of conflict in premise 1 and premise 2 classification.
In the sequel, we present the details of calculating vrange and krange, in addition to the
inference rules for conflicting classification.
4.4.3.1 Mean Speed and Density Range Calculation
This strategy: "The further the value of a criteria is away from its decision bound-
aries, the more accurate its classification estimation will be" is yet opted since we have
confidence in the classification of the variable (density/mean speed) that has a value close
to the middle of its boundaries.
To realize the proposed strategy, we first adopt the boundaries notations presented in table
8.
Table 8: Boundaries notations for the density and mean speeds
Traffic Condition k (vehicles/mile) vmean (km/h)
Free Flowing Bk1 ≤ k ≤ Bk2 Bv1 ≤ k ≤ Bv2
Moderate Congestion Bk2 <k ≤ Bk3 Bv2 ≤ k < Bv3
Traffic Jam Bk3 < k ≤ Bk4 Bv3 ≤ k < Bv4
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Second, we get the two boundaries Bki and Bkj where the density goes between, and the
two corresponding ones Bvi and Bvx for the mean speed. Then, for the density k (computed
in equation 5) and mean speed v (computed in equation 8), we calculate how far away from
their boundaries are as percentage value following equations 9 and 10 respectively
krange =
|k −Bki|
|Bkj −Bki| × 100 (9)
vrange =
|v −Bvi|
|Bvx −Bvi| × 100 (10)
Eventually, the final traffic condition tends to consider the classification of the variable
that has higher range. Consider the following cases which summarize all combinations of
the density and mean speed leading to conflicting problem:
Traffic Condition k (vehicles/mile) 
   (km/h) 
Free Flowing 0 ≤ k ≤ 30  13 ≤ 	
  ≤ Vmax 
Moderate 
Congestion 30 < k ≤ 160 
 
7 ≤ 	
  < 13 
Traffic Jam 160 < k ≤ 233  0 ≤ 	
  < 7 
 
1 
2 
3 
4 
• Case 1: when density estimates free flowing condition, while mean speed estimates
moderate congestion. The conflicting levels are Free Flowing (FF) and Moderate
Congestion (MC). Thus, the density range is represented by:
krange: MC→FF =
|K− Bk2|
|Bk1 − Bk2| × 100
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where density tends to change the traffic status from MC to FF by calculating
the distance from k value to Bk2
And the mean speed range is represented by:
vrange: FF→MC =
|v − Bv2|
|Bv3 − Bv2| × 100
where mean speed tends to change the traffic status from FF to MC by calcu-
lating the distance from vmean to Bv2
• Case 2: when density estimates moderate congestion condition, while mean speed
estimates free flowing congestion. The conflicting levels are Moderate Congestion
and Free Flowing. Thus, the density range is represented by:
krange: FF→MC =
|K− Bk2|
|Bk3 − Bk2| × 100
where density tends to change the traffic status from FF to MC by calculating
the distance from k value to Bk2
And the mean speed range is represented by:
vrange: MC→FF =
|v − Bv2|
|Bv1 − Bv2| × 100
where mean speed tends to change the traffic status from MC to FF by calcu-
lating the distance from vmean to Bv2
• Case 3: when density estimates moderate congestion condition, while mean speed
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estimates traffic jam congestion. The conflicting levels are Moderate Congestion and
Traffic Jam (TJ). Thus, the density range is represented by:
krange: TJ→MC =
|K− Bk3|
|Bk2 − Bk3| × 100
where density tends to change the traffic status from TJ to MC by calculating
the distance from k value to Bk3
And the mean speed range is represented by:
vrange: MC→TJ =
|v − Bv3|
|Bv4 − Bv3| × 100
where mean speed tends to change the traffic status from MC to TJ by calcu-
lating the distance from vmean to Bv3
• Case 4: when density estimates traffic jam condition, while mean speed estimates
moderate congestion. The conflicting levels are Traffic Jam and Moderate Conges-
tion. Thus, the density range is represented by:
krange: MC→TJ =
|K− Bk3|
|Bk4 − Bk3| × 100
where density tends to change the traffic status from MC to TJ by calculating
the distance from k value to Bk3
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And the mean speed range is represented by:
vrange: TJ→MC =
|v − Bv3|
|Bv2 − Bv3| × 100
where mean speed tends to change the traffic status from TJ to MC by calcu-
lating the distance from vmean to Bv3
4.4.3.2 Inference Rules for Traffic Condition Classification
In this section, we present the inference rules of the final traffic condition classifications
illustrated in Figures 18, 19 and 20.
< TC, density > FF∧ < TC, MeanSpeed > FF 
∨< TC, density > FF∧ < TC, MeanSpeed > MC∧ !k#$%&: ()→++ > ,#$%&: ++→()- 
∨< TC, density > MC∧ < TC, MeanSpeed > FF∧ !,#$%&: ()→++ > k#$%&: ++→()- 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
< TC, final > FF 
 
Figure 18: Final traffic condition classified to FF
In figure 18, the final TC is classified to FF if the TC inferred from both density and
mean speed is FF, or the density-based TC estimation is FF while the mean speed estimation
is MC and krange is greater than vrange, or the density estimation is MC while the mean
speed estimation is FF and vrange is greater than krange.
In figure 19, the final TC is classified to MC if one of the following five cases occurs:
• Both density and mean speed estimate the TC as MC
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 < TC, density > MC∧ < TC, MeanSpeed > MC 
∨< TC, density > FF∧ < TC, MeanSpeed > MC∧  !"#$%∶ ''→)* > k"#$%: )*→''-.  
∨< TC, density > MC∧ < TC, MeanSpeed > FF∧  k"#$%∶ ''→)* > !"#$%: )*→''-. 
∨< TC, density > MC∧ < TC, MeanSpeed > TJ∧  k"#$%∶ 01→)* > !"#$%: )*→01-. 
∨< TC, density > TJ∧ < TC, MeanSpeed > MC∧  !"#$%: 01→)* > k"#$%: )*→01-. 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
< TC, final > MC 
 
Figure 19: Final traffic condition classified to MC
• Density based estimation is FF, while mean speed based estimation is MC and vrange >
krange
• Density based estimation is MC, while mean speed based estimation is FF and krange >
vrange
• Density based estimation is MC, while mean speed based estimation is TJ and krange >
vrange
• Density based estimation is TJ, while mean speed based estimation is MC and vrange >
krange
In figure 20, the final TC is classified to TJ if the TC inferred from both density and
mean speed is TJ, or the density-based TC estimation is TJ while the mean speed estimation
is MC and krange is greater than vrange, or the density estimation is MC while the mean
speed estimation is TJ and vrange is greater than krange.
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< TC, density > TJ∧ < TC, MeanSpeed > TJ 
∨< TC, density > TJ∧ < TC, MeanSpeed > MC∧ !k#$%&: ()→+, > -#$%&: +,→(). 
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_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
< TC, final > TJ 
 
Figure 20: Final traffic condition classified to TJ
4.5 Solution Validation and Experimental Results
4.5.1 Prototype software architecture
Figure 4 presented in chapter 3 - section 3.4.1 depicts the software architecture of our
prototype, in which the matching model, traffic estimation model and traffic conditions
classification are implemented based on our new approach.; The Data Consumer node per-
forms the role of a user who is interested in the sensing activities and wishes to recognize
the condition of a road; The Vehicular Sensing platform matches the consumer request
whenever received with the appropriate set of collectors using cell Towers antennas while
running the matching module. The platform then classifies the traffic condition into Free
flow, Moderate Congestion or Traffic Jam through its traffic estimation module; The Data
Collector node reflects the behavior of VanetMobiSim nodes and publishes its geographic
data when requested only. Note that no voluntary publication of sensed data is sent to the
sensing platform since the use of cell towers addresses such additional needs. Moreover, as
the towers retrieve all kinds of sensors located in their coverage area, we randomly generate
additional nodes to represent the sensors that are out of vehicles.
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4.5.2 Testing Scenario
 
Figure 21: Full Scenario
Fig 21 illustrates our proposed sensing scenario. The data consumer first interacts with
the platform by sending sensing request asking for traffic condition on specific road. The
platform therefore searches for all towers that surround the requested road, sends them
requests and waits for their replies. Once done, sensing request is sent to each sensor in
the set gathered from the towers to get their current locations. The data collectors perform
sensing operation to send the sensed data back to the platform. Since many collectors are
not located on the desired road and some of them are not even in vehicles, the platform
filters the set and sends another request only to the filtered nodes. When all responses are
received, the platform runs both density and mean speed estimation algorithms to predict
the real-time traffic status of the road and sends it to the consumer.
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4.5.3 Experimental Results
The objectives of the conducted experiments are the following:
• Evaluate our proposed approach and indicate how accurate is the final inferred TC
while using the vehicles selection model through mobile cell towers and the rule-
based classification model for traffic condition.
• Compare the performance of the proposed approach with the one presented in chapter
3.
• Evaluate the overall system’s performance included all the communications and pro-
cessing overhead.
We used in our experiments the road topology of figure 17 generated from VanetMo-
biSim and added four cell towers to cover the entire region. Each tower has 1 mile of
diameter that covers the area shown in hexagonal shape. The simulated scenario is tested
on road x of length 305 meters for the different traffic conditions where the real TC is
observed visually from the demo showing the simulation traces.
4.5.3.1 Accuracy of Traffic Estimation
Figure 22 shows the performance of the traffic estimation module while considering
the TC deduced from the density estimation only, the mean speed estimation only, and the
TC inferred from the combined estimation based on the rule-based classification. Seven
experiments are conducted for each classification of the Traffic Conditions.
In case of free flowing (FF), the density-based estimation shows 57.14% accuracy where
3 out of 7 experiments estimated the TC to MC. The 3 experiments inferred improper
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Density-only 57.14 100 100
Mean Speed only 100 28.57 100
 Combined Rule-Based 100 100 100
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Figure 22: Traffic estimation results
classification, yet their values were varying between 6 and 7 vehicles per 305 meters which
are very close to the boundaries of FF category (0-5). As for the mean speed estimation
and the final TC inferred, the 7 experiments were properly classified and hence achieving
accuracy of 100%.
In case of Moderate Congestion (MC), the density based estimation shows 100% accuracy
while the mean speed estimation shows only 28.57%. Among the 71% of the non-accurate
experiments, some estimated a FF condition while others estimated a TJ. It was noticed that
when the cars are moving all over the road, they could have somehow high speed and hence
a FF condition is predicted. However, when the cars are gathered on a same segment of the
road, the cars are stopped and a Traffic Jam is inferred. Regarding the TC inferred from
the proposed combined rule-based estimation, all the conducted experiments estimated the
real mean speed.
By analyzing the results in case of TJ classification, we can find that all the experiments
show accurate results since the number of cars on the road is big and the speeds are low
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along the entire road.
Our proposed approach in chapter 3 reflects the mean speed in km/h as a final estimation
for the roads. In order to compare the results of our proposed approach, we classify the TC
of the mean speed based on the thresholds of table 7. The resulting classifications are shown
in Figures 23 and 24 along with the ones inferred from the proposed combined rule-based
model. 
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Traffic Condition for Free Flowing road
Real TC Mean Speed based Classification Combined Classification approach
Figure 23: Comparison of old and new approaches in FF traffic condition
 
FF
MC
TJ
Exp #1 Exp #2 Exp #3 Exp #4 Exp #5 Exp #6 Exp #7
Traffic Condition for Moderate Congestion road
Real TC Mean Speed based Classification Combined Rule-Based
Figure 24: Comparison of old and new approaches in MC traffic condition
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Figure 23 illustrates the experiments reflecting FF condition, where 2 out of 7 of the TC
inferred from the mean speed were improperly classified while the new approach predicts
the correct classifications along all the experiments.
Figure 24 illustrates the experiments reflecting MC condition, where 3 out of 7 of the
TC inferred from the mean speed were improperly classified while the new approach clas-
sifies the 7 experiments as MC.
We can show that the proposed combined rule-based classification model is capable of
correcting the estimation towards the correct results in all conducted experiments.
4.5.3.3 Performance Analysis
We also conducted some load tests in terms of response time and network load to evaluate
the overall system performance and the behavior of the implemented components. The
response time is considered to be the elapsed time between the sending point of a request
from a data consumer to the vehicular platform (message 1 in fig 21) and the receiving point
of its response (message 15 in fig 21). The full response time encompasses the 10 seconds
waiting time on the server side to send second requests to the targeted collectors for the
sake of accomplishing the traffic estimation algorithm. The computation and communi-
cation response time does not consider the waiting time and is limited to the algorithmic
computation of the different platform components and the communication time with data
collectors. As for the network load, it is the size of the packets exchanged between the
vehicular network platform and the data consumers and collectors.
Figure 25 shows the obtained load testing results which confirm the effectiveness of our
approach. Both the system response time and network load are measured when the number
of requests simultaneously sent from the consumers varies from 1 to 20 requests. In our
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Figure 25: Load testing results for the full approach
simulation area, the microcell towers that are adopted could support up to 200 concurrent
active users. We suppose that the 200 users are subscribed to our platform, and all of them
participate in the sensing activities and publish their sensed data whenever requested. This
will provide the best-case scenario in terms of the number of data publication messages
and hence an accurate traffic estimation is predicted. However, it is the worst-case scenario
in terms of overhead and delay in the response times. As shown in fig 25, the full response
time ranges from 11.52 seconds for 1 sensing request to 54.68 seconds for a 20 sensing re-
quests. As for the computation and communication response time, the values are obviously
reduced by 10 seconds.
When receiving one request only, we first considered the case where the targeted road
is covered by 1 cell tower (roads y in fig 17) and then a road covered by 2 towers (road x
in fig 17). Therefore, the number of collectors is greater by 200 and 1.78 more seconds are
required to send the final traffic decision to the consumer. As for the other requests, the
targeted road is fully located in the coverage area of only one tower. It worth to mention
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that using computers with better performance setup and supporting enhanced threading
software can reduce significantly the response time and remain it constant when the number
of sensing requests increases since the communications with the collectors are done in
parallel.
Regarding the generated network load, the size of the exchanged packets ranges from
572.4 KB for 1 sensing request to 6141.7 KB for 2000 sensing requests. The network load’s
growth pattern can be explained by the fact that the more sensing requests are received,
the more data collectors are targeted, which multiples the number of messages exchanged
through the system.
As noted before, each sensing request targets different tower in the studied area and thus
the sensed data is gathered from various set of collectors, which reaches 4000 users for the
20 requests. If any new request comes for the same road, then the same inferred traffic
condition is sent to the consumer without any delay. Moreover, if the new request targets
new road that is covered by one of the towers already selected, then the first location for the
collectors on the desired road is promptly deduced from their first response previously sent
to the platform. Only the second request to the set of collectors is required and therefore
the traffic decision is generated in few milliseconds.
4.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we presented a new approach that extends our approach presented in chap-
ter 3 in order to fully support on-demand strategy and enhance our sensing approach by
estimating more accurate traffic condition. More precisely, we elaborated the matching
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model by using cellular towers which helps identifying the nodes located in any area of
interest as well as the traffic estimation model by using rule-based combined classification
approach based on density and mean speed. Finally, we discussed the system validation
and experimental results.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
The concept of sensing as a service implies the ability to offer sensory data to consumers,
on demand, following a data utility-based model. In this thesis, we applied this concept to
the area of intelligent transportation and have proposed a novel infrastructure-less vehicular
sensing framework enabling the on-demand sensing of traffic conditions, about any area of
interest, by relying on a selected set of mobile phone owners acting as data collectors. A
multi-criteria participants’ selection model and a traffic estimation model were proposed
to support the operation of the vehicular sensing platform. The framework that was first
introduced to achieve partial on-demand approach and estimate only the mean speed of the
roads, has been further extended to support the fully approach while elaborating inference
rules and classifying the traffic conditions to Free Flowing, Moderate Congestion, and Traf-
fic Jam. The framework architecture was implemented using a combination of prototyping
and traffic simulation traces generated using VanetMobiSim. As for the communication as-
pect, RESTfull web service interfaces were defined to enable the communication between
the sensing platform and the users.
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The obtained experimental results for the partial on-demand approach, show good mean
speed estimation accuracy and resource efficiency, when compared to the traditional oppor-
tunistic continuous sensing approach. Among the lessons learned from this work, we note
the following: The partial on-demand sensing is able to calculate mean speed values close
to the ground truth in all test cases. There exists a tradeoff between the data collection
frequency in vehicular sensing systems, and the accuracy of the traffic estimation results.
The more frequently the data is collected, the more data points are acquired about the area
of interest, and the more accurate are the mean speed estimation results. However, this high
accuracy is associated with a cost to pay in terms of degraded system performance. Indeed,
we observed that higher traffic estimation accuracy is associated with less system perfor-
mance in terms of increased network load and response time. Furthermore, there exists an
interesting trade-off between the complexity of the participants’ selection approach used,
the participation percentage, and the accuracy of the traffic estimation results. We observed
that more complex participants’ selection approaches that rely on contextual information
to select the best participants (offering the highest quality sensing data records) can yield
a high traffic estimation accuracy, even with a low percentage of vehicles participating in
the sensing activity. On the other hand, if this contextual information is not available and
simpler participants’ selection approaches must be used, then a higher percentage of par-
ticipants’ vehicles must be employed to compensate for the lower quality in the sensed data
records, if a high traffic estimation accuracy is to be maintained. Those results demonstrate
that the on-demand participatory sensing approach can achieve high traffic estimation ac-
curacy, while maintaining a good system’s performance (in terms of reduced response time
and network load).
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Moreover, the experimental results for the extended approach explore the benefits that
can be offered by the full on-demand participatory sensing approach in terms of achieving
high traffic estimation accuracy and more resource efficiency, when compared to both the
traditional continuous and the proposed partial on-demand approaches. It was remarkable
that the approach is able to successfully infer the traffic status for all the conducted experi-
ments when the traffic condition varies between the three categories: Free Flow, Moderate
Congestion and Traffic Jam. The elaborated inference rules for the final traffic estimation
were able to resolve any conflict in the categories predicted by the mean speed and density.
Furthermore, the results show that the network load is low during the sensing processes as
the messages between the platform and the users are only exchanged when responding to
the consumers requests.
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Finally, the following is the list of publications derived from the thesis work:
Conference Paper
• Wael AlRahal AlOrabi, Sawsan Abdul Rahman, May El Barachi, and Azzam Mourad.
"Towards On Demand Road Condition Monitoring Using Mobile Phone Sensing as a
Service" In the Proceedings in the 7th International Conference on Ambient Systems,
Networks and Technologies (ANT), Madrid, Spain, May 2016
Submitted Journal Paper
• Sawsan Abdul Rahman, Azzam Mourad, May El Barachi, and Wael AlRahal AlOrabi.
"Using Participatory Mobile Phone Sensing for On-Demand Traffic Condition Mon-
itoring". IEEE Transactions on Vehicular Technology
Draft Paper
• "Traffic Condition Estimation based on On-Demand Sensing with the support of Mo-
bile Infrastructure".
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